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I. INMODUCTTON
This stl.idy is par of a large' theproject on 
characteristics of forest ecosystems and the foundations of
forest productivity in Minnesota. The basic premise of the
project is that ecosystems can be characterized by their
positions in a four dimension,171, space Nith moisture, nutrients,
heat and light as coordinate azes.
The first phase of the project involved a preliminary
reconnaissance of Minnesota. Species lists, cover estimates
and site descriptions weie conpiled. The second phase, of which
this study is a part, involves the quantitative description of
the multi-dimensional ecosystem space by means of field instru-
mentation, and analysis of soils and plants.
The purpose of this study was to define an ecological
nutrient gradient in terzs of synecological coordinates and to
evaluate the relationship between mineral soil and humus
nutrients, foliar nutrients in herbaceous plants and synecolo-
gical coordinates along the chosen gradient. Three hypotheses.
were forimulated. First, synecological coordinates are positixely
correlated with humus, soil, and foliar nutrients. Second, the
species that segregate at the lower end of a nutrient gradient
have a lower average .foliar nutrient concentration than those
2at the upper end, Third 0 plan-Ls of a species otring in an
infertile stand have a lower foliar nutrient concentration
than plants of the same species growing in a fertile, nutrient
rich stand.
It was hoped that this study would lead to a better
understanding of the relationship between synecological coordi-
nates and the nutrient relation of forest ecosystems. This would
enable foresters and silviculturists to assess rapidly the fer-
tility or potential productivity of forest sites without having
to rely solely on site index or costly chemical analysis of soil
and plant material.
II BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
1. Synocolwrical C rdintes Ecological Growls
and Environmental Grpdients
The synecological coordinate method is part of the
general cathod of ecological groups. According to the def.
nition of Ellenberg (1956), an ecological group is a group of
s7;acies which are similar in their relationships to major site
factors, such as m.oisture, light, etc.
Ellenberg constructed his ecological groups in the
followirc, manner: First, a relative value between one and five
was assigned to each species for each factor, based on the pre-
dominant occurrence of the species. The ce=uaity value was
then computed for each factor by taking the average of the
individual values of the species present. The value for each
species was adjusted according to the average of the stands in
which it occurs. The community values were then recomputed
and the community assigned a relative position along a qualita-
tive environmental gradient.
The method of Bakuzis (1959) is similar to that of
Ellenberg. Bakuzis, however, considers all species, including
ubiquitous plants, uhereas Eileribarg considers only the species
that appea: o respond to effective environmental factors.
An example will illustrat' the method of synecological
coordinates. According to lite.7at,..;:a sources, Pinus barimiarJ
GaultheriA m'ocumb3ns and nrlianthemom canadense occur on infer-
tile, acid sites and are therefore assigned a nutrient coordi-
nate value of one. If only these three species occurred on a
plot, then the unadjusted synecological nutrient coordinate for
that plot would be one. The adjusted value for each species,
however, is taken from an extensive regional survey as the
average of the plots on which that species occurred. Since
f • 4.
_ar;donso in Minnesota also occurs frequently with
species characterizing rich sites, the adjusted nutrient coordi-
nate is close to two. Thus the adjusted value for each species
is based on its association with all other snocies. It is
important to rote that the coordinate values do not necessarily
reflect the physiologic requirements of the species; raoh,.fAx. they
reflect the occurrence of the species under co=petition.
Rowe (1956) used a methcd similar to that of Bakuzis to
develop a vegetation, =isture index. Understory species were
classified according to position in the vegetation strata and
common occurrence along a moisture gradient. The plants mere
assigned to ecological r4asture groups on a basis of frequency
and dominance data and given values (wet to dry) of 19 2, 4, 8
and 16. The geometric increase was used because of the narrower
-The botanical names follow the Latin nomenclature as
given in, the eighth edition of Gray's Manual of Botany (Fernald,
1950).
ecological amplitude of, species on wet sites. Ubiouist:3 were
emitted and the value assigned to each =ecies was not adjusted
,as was done , uocy  Eakuzis.
The method of environmental gradients is closely ''elated
to the method of ecological groups. This approach is based on
quantitative measurement of effective environmental factors,
coupled with vegetation analysis. The tern "gradient " usually
refers to a ranking of stands or sites on a basis of some environ-
m3ntal f'actor9 although in some cases variation along a transact
is implied. Once the factor gradient has been defined., then
either individual species or ecological groups can be ordinated
along it.
.A number of authors have constructed synthetic regimes
or expressing environmental factors. Whittaker (1960), for
example, defined a moisture gradient in terns of topographic
-sition. He then grouped species into four different moisture
classes on a basis of the maximum population levels along the
moisture gradient ;r.c.1 used the moisture class of each species to
compute a weighted average for each stand. This was done
separately for each parent material and elevation class.
Whittaker's method is thus basically floristic; the moisture
classes are not based on quantitative environmental measurements.
Igeks (1962) developed synthetic gradients for moisture,
nutrients and local climate. Each gradient or "scalar" was con,
structed from several different effective components. The
synthetic nutrient regime, for example, was constructed separately
6for organic and inorganic soils. For inorganic soils the
parameters used were thickness of the Al horizon, depth of the
solum and percentage of silt and clay. The nutrient regirm.o for
organic soils was based on organic constituents, depth of do
conposition and run-off. Each of these factors was found to
GA
correspond to a species composition gradient. Having constructed
these three synthetic factor gradients, Loucks then plotted the
importance values of individual srsecies with moisture, nutrients
and local climate as coordinate a=as.
Amore quantitative approach to environmental gradients
was used **Waring and Major (1964) in the Coast Range of northern
California, They developed moisture, nutrient, heat and light
gradients on a basis of field and laboratory measurements. The
environmental moisture gradient was based on the minimum value of
available soil moisture during
nutrient gradient was based on
This variable was selected for
and barley yield in pot tests0
one year. The environmental
exchangeable calcium per m2 x 30 cm.
its high correlation with redwood
Soil samples were also analyzed
for nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and magnesium. These
nutrients were also significantly related to fertility, but given
the calcium concentration they did not add much information.
Light was measured over a one-day period using anthra-
cone, and the ecological light gradient was based on percent of
sunlight. Heat was not measured directly. but was evaluated
from temperature records for weather station occurring in vege-
tation zones that corresponded to the zones covered in the study.
With the envirenzental gradients thus defined, the
segregation of individual competing species along the respc-)c-
tive gradients was shown. Species were then placed in ecoleci-
cal groups according to their relative positions along the four
factor gradients, and an index nurabc.- ,r was assigned to each
group. On a basis of the index values for each species, the
average noisture, nutrient, heat and light values for each stand
were computed. This method is similar to that of Bakuzis, except
that the ecological groups of Waring and. Major are based on
field instrumentation, whereas those of Bakuzis are based on
plant associations. An environmental nutrient gradient may be
defined as a ranking or gradation of stands on a basis of soil
fertility. An ecological nutrient gradient is thus defined as a
ranking or gradation of plant response to an envi,.orr.:erit-1 or
soil nutrient gradient. Plant response in this case includes
presence or absence, growth and development under competition
and uptake of nutrients. Response may be defined in terns of
individual species or ecological groups.
In the previous work on environmental gradients investi-
gators have seldom used the chemical composition of trees,
shrubs or herbaceous plants to characterize or define a nutrient
gradient. It was hoped that this study would shed light on this
possibility and provide detailed information on the effective
variables that comprise an ecological nutrient gradient.
9. Foliar Analysis
a. Foliar a s ysis in mnerni. The technique of using
8the nutrient concentration, of plants as an inde= of their
nutritional status is old and widespread. The advantage of
foliar analysis over soil ar,,lyzis is based on the fact that
. the grauth of plants is related not to the concentration of
nutrients in the soil, but rather to the concentration of
nutrients in the plant (Lundeaardh, 1951). Thus the plant it-
self rather than the investigator does the extracting fron the
soil. This 'overcomes the problem of choosing a technique that
rill measure the nutrients actually available for plant grouth.
As work on foliar analysis has accumulated, however, the
pitfalls and complications have become increasingly clear.
First, the concentration of a given nutrient in plant tissue is
a function not of the supply of that one element but rather of
the total supply of all elements (accdall and Gregory, 1947).
With an increase of, one or more nutrients, the growth of the
plant may increase, thus decreasing the foliar concentration of
one or more nutrients. This is the so-called "dilution effect."
This principle applies not only to nutrients, hot:over, but to
other growth factors as Thus if the gro-4,11 of a plant is
depressed by lack of available rater, heat or light, the concen-
tration of nutrients may be inceased. Furthermore, if a given
element is available in excess relative to other factors, the
uptake and foliar concentration may exceed the physiologic require-
:I:ants of the plant. This is commonly called "luxury consumption."
Aside from direct. environmental effects, the internal
concentration of nutrients is strongly influenced by the growth
9and develop=ental cycle of the plant. During the period of
vegetative growth, the concentration of nutrients generally
decreases whereas the absolute weight in a given organ increase.
• Eitchell (1936), for example, found a decrease over time in the
Collar concentration of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium in
oak, maple and hickory leaves. The concentration of calcium,
however, increased during the growth period.
The processes of flowering and fruiting result in a
decrease in Collar nutrient concentration. Lundegardh (1951),
for example, found a decrease in foliar potassium during flower-
ing of clover. .Coodall and Gregory (1947) reported numerous •
similar examples.
Most of the research on foliar analysis has been concerned
with agricultural problems. Foliar analysis is frequently used
for assessing fertilizer requirements of crop plants, either by
sampling crops from the field or growing crop plants in soil
samples under controlled conditions. Less frequently has Collar
analysis been used in ecological situations.
b. Ecological annlications of folie,- analysis The
ecological applications of Collar analysis fall into two groups.
The first of these is concerned with the role of forest litter
and subordinate forest plants in mineral cycling. Scott (1955),
for example, analyzed the subordinate forest plants and leaves of
forest trees for thirteen elements. He found that the litter
from subordinate plants contained all-ost twice the concentration
10
of potassium as the litter of tree spocies. He concluded
that understory plants play an imI:sortant role in the nincral
cycle of a forest. •
Madgwick (1965) analyzed 19 understory species in a
Frnxinus uocdland and expressed nutrients on both a percent and
area basis. He found that the foliage of understory plants con.
t"incd betxaen 37 and 44 percent of the potassium, calcium, ring-
”33iU12, phosphorus and nitrogen of the total for all of the
foliage in the stand.
Plyavchenko (1960) measure4the nutrient content of =osses,
shrubs and grass in a bog forest. He found that these understory
plants cycled a larger quantity of calcium and nitrogen annually
than did the overstory of spruce, fir and pine.
Whereas mineral cycling is concerned priaarily with the
effect of herbaceous and tree litter on forest soils, cone re-
search has been devoted to the effect of soil differences on
nutrient uptake by trees and herbs. Bard (1945) investigated the
nutrient content of several tree species growing on three differ-
ent soil types. He found that the calcium content of the leaves,
was a function mare of species than of soil type, Phosphorus,
however, was related both to species and soil acidity; trees on
the v.ore acid soils had a higher foliar concentration of phos-
phorus. This was attributed to the greater availability of
phosphorus in the acid soils. The potassium content also socmEA
to be positively correlated with supply in the soil as well as
species. Nitrogen content of the foliage, however, was _a function
only of species.
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In 1949, Bard followed up this stv..-Iy with
investigation of herbaceous Sp,DeieS,
a sinilar
The general pattern for
the herbaceous species followed that of the trees. Calcium con-
contration was controlled by species rather than soil type,
whereas phosphorus concentration in the foliage was correlated
with available soil r)hesphorus. No clear trends were shown for
potassium and nitrogen, although plants with high moistu,te re-
ouiremsnts had the highest potassium concentrations.
The findings of Ovington (1956) tend to contradict those
of Bard. Ovington found that plants on calcareous soils were
higher in calciva than those on acid soils. He did net, however,
consider iniividual species, but lumped all herbaceous species on
each plot. Forest plants had a higher percentage nutrient con
tent than plants growing in the open, Ovington attributed this
to enrichment of the forest floor rather than differences in
light or itoistura.
Ovington found no significant differences in, the nutrient
content of plants associated with hardwood and conifer forests
on the same soil type. In some instances, however, the over-
story species seemsd to exert a strong influence on the chemical
composition of the ground flora. For example, the Urtica growing
beneath Alrus was high in nitrogen, potassium, calcium and nag-
nesium.
Although most of the studies on the nutrient content of
forest plants have been largely descriptive, some authors have
used this technique to study plant distribution or to
gradients in nutrient availability and forest productivlty.
Pigott and Taylor (1964), for e7..ample, studied the dictraution
of _Urtjca dioica in comr-tition wi,,h other herbs. They found a
• high foliar concentration of both phosphorus and nitrogen in Urtica
foliage. With fertilizer and plot studies they showed that the
distribution of Urtl,ca was controlled by the amount of available
soil phosphorus; that is, under competition, ca segratzd
out at the upper end of a gradient of soil phosphorus.
Olsen (1961) analyzed soils and foliage along a t,-,,nsect
from a Danish becch-wocd into a chalk barren. Ho found an
increase in foliar calcium and decreases in phosphorus, nitrogen,
1-331.-,assiura and iron. He concluded that competition for the limited
nutrient supply was responsible for the exclusion of beech from
the glades.
Gagnon et al. (1958), working in Canada, attempted to
relate the nutrient content of understory forest plants and humus
layers to forest site quality. They analyzed two herbs, four
shrubs and four mosses for calcium, potassium, phosphorus, mag-
nesium, iron and manganese. They also analysed humus samples for
the same elements. The results of the foliar analysis were 
appointing; no significant differences were found in nutrient
content within species among sites. Large differences among
smcies were found. The nutrient content of the humus layer,
however, was found to be highly correlated 1.72.th site index. This
was explained in part by the dominance of Oxalis and Cornus on
the bettor sites. These species have a higher cation content
13
than the shrubs and mosses and thus foism a more base-rich humus.
3. General DescriTtlon of the Area
Data  for this study Lore coflectcd durirr, the surz.,7.er of
1966 in and around Itasca State Park, in the Central Pine Section
of Minnesota (Bakuzis, 1961).
The present upland vegetation of the Itasca '.-.egion is a
mdsaic of hardwood and conifer stands, consisting chiefly of
northern hardwoods, aspen-paper birch, red pine and jack pina.
Both fire and logging have played important roles in the history
of these stands.
Itasca Park lies within 40 miles of the prairie-forest
borrdor. This suggests that moisture stress on upland sites is
probably an important limiting factor in the distribution of
vegetation. This is especially likely In view of the history of
the climate and vagetation of the region.
The Itasca area was glaciated in /ate Wisconsin time,
the last ica having left the area 12,000 to 13,000 years B. P.
(before present). From about 12,000 B. P. to 8,500 B.F. the
region was dominated by a Picon-Pormlus boreal forest. This was
replaced by oak savanna, which in turn was succeeded by a mos16
deciduous forest about 4,000 B.P. This forest was invaded by
pine about 1,000 to 2,000 years ago (LIkniraws, 1966).
The present climate is characterized by warm huraid summers
and cold dry winters (see Firlire I). The mean annual precipita-
tion is 26.3 inches and the mean annual temperature is 38.7°F
Figure 1.
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Minnesota. The diagram was compiled and constructed by
Kurmis (1967).
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(Kurmis, /967).
The role of soil as a controlling facto,' 4n the &st:4-
bution of vegetation in 1-1 "^1 around Itasca State Park can hardly
be ovor-emphasi zmci. Thz; upland soils are all derived frera
•
glacial or. water 0,„it,d varying in texture fron
coarse sand and gravel to loam. Different textural classes are
often interbsdded with one anothsa., and e2ta.omo local variation
is conmon. The minerology is Eimcd, although the parent material
is generally calcareous.
TII. METHODS
I. Exrarim9nta asim
Six stands us:,Na selectcd, tuo in each of three fo,-est
typzz: pine (fEtEllq71..nt2.9, rci-d pino-balcam (?.-3.-luc.-
in) taa,A;,1 4.1 ij a Stands Jo...a.„ n,A  h
—selected on a basis of unifor±ty of sons and vegetation
lack of dor.inanco of a sh:?-ab layer. An attempt uas =de to find
stands that reloreccnted a broad range of nutrient conditions as
approximated by the synocological nutrient coordinates. The
defined gradient in this case represented a ra±i,n', o4'stands
rather than a continuous gradatioll. Since the "gradient"
included both hardwocid and conifer stands, large discontinuities
in plant response were expected.
Table 1 shous the location and code name for each plot.
The names were arbitrarily taken from local place xlmes or
geographic features. The two jack tine stands are located in
the Lake esorge Tounship; othertlise all of the plots are in
Itac,ca State Park. Figures 2-1 through 2-6 show the general
aspects of the stands chosen for this study.
Within each stand a plot four chains by two chains
(264 feet by 132 foot) was .delineated. Eight subplot centers
were then located systeratically within each plot and 112=1:zd
with stakes. Each stake becallia the center of a nest of concentric
17
TABLE
PLOT LOCATIONS AND FOREST TYPES
Plot Name
Wood:1.ot
Scott's
Mary Lake
Location  Forest Type
S.E. LW. Sec. 16, T.143N, R,3W jack pine
S.E. N.W. Sec.. 21, T143N, R343..1 jack pine
N.E. S.W. 1 Sec, 19, T143N, R367:i red. pine.
balsam fir
Wilderness S.W. S.E. Sec. 16, T143N, R36W red pine.
Sanctuary balsam fir
Campgrourd. S.W. N.W. Sec. 12,*.T143N, R36W rnaple-bass-
wood.
Bearpaw S.W. + N.E. 4 Sec. 11, EL43N, R36W basswood.
Point elm
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subplots with areas of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, and 128 square
meters. This method was chosen to maintain consistency with
the method used by Bakuzis (1961).
Species presence was noted for each subplot through eight
square meters. These data were used for computing the synecolo-
gical coordinates for each subplot. Species cover percent was
estimated for the eight square meter subplots. Synecological
coordinates on a dominance basis were computed by weighting each
species with its assigned cover estimate, the weighting factors
used were 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 17.5, 37.5,62.5 and 87.5. Shrubs were
counted and classified according to species, age and height on
each subplot through eight square meters. Live trees, dead trees
and stumps were counted for all subplots. Diameters of trees one
inch or greater were measured on all subplots through 32 square
meters, diameters of trees four inches or greater were measUred
for the 64 and I28-square meter rings. The tree data were used
for volume computations.
Within each stand, heights and diameters were measured
on a sample of trees. These data were used to prepare height
diameter curves for volume estimates. Borings for age determina-
tions were taken from dominant and codominant conifers for site
index calculations (Gevor4antz, 1957).
aro soil pits were dug in each stand. The profiles were
described according to the procedures of the Soil Survey Manual
(Soil Survey Staff, 1951). Samples from each horizon were
collected, air-dried and stored for future analysis. Bulk density
Figure 2-1. Woodlot jack pine stand
. Note the uniformity of th
e
stand and lack of a shrub layer
.
2(:)
Figure 2-2. Scott's jack pingo stand. The canopy of this stand is
more open than that of the Wbodlot stand. The well
developed shrub layer is chiefly Corylus cornuta.
Figui-e 2-3. M
ary Lake red p
ine-balsam fir
 stand. Note t
he wind-
throw in the 
background and
 the discontinu
ous distri-
bution of the 
herb layer.
c‘z
c‘t
2?
Figure 2-5. Campground maple
-basswood stand. Note the single red
pine in the background, right.
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measurements were taken in each horizon with a core sar27)1r.
It was planned that data from the soil analysis would be converted
to an area basis. One quarter cubic foot samples were taken from
three profiles so that the gravel fraction could be estimated.
Foliage samples were collected twice. The first sampling
was done in the middle of July. Approximately one kilogram (wet
weight) of plant foliage was collected for each of four ubiquitous
species in each stand. The species collected were Aster macro-
_
Phvilus, Aralia nudicaulis Maianthemum,canadense and Cgryliks_
cornuta. Because of a scarcity of material, no _1\aaizi.rthanim was
collected from. the Bearoaw Point Stand, and neither Aralia nor
CorvIus were collected from the Woodlot stand.. All samples were
collected along the margins of the delineated plots. The plant
material was, dried within 4 hours of collection at 900 C and
stored in paper bags.
The major sampling was done during the third week of
August. In most cases, plant material was collected on the eight
square meter subplots. For a few species, however, not enough
material was available on the subplots, and so additional material
was collected elsewhere in the stand. The amount collectcd for
each species ranged from about twenty grams to one kilograms,
depending largely on the quantity available. The samples collected
in August were dried at 65- within 4 hours of collection.
Table 2 shows the species sampled in each plot, the stage
of development at the time of the second sampling and the part
taken. It should be noted that the same species was sometimes in
TABLE 2
FOLIAGE SAMPLING METHOD
Species
Aralia nudicaulds
Maianthemum
canadense
Celastrus scandens
Dirca palustris
Corylus cormuta
Actea rubra
Aster macro-
phyllus
Thalictrum
dioicum
• Amphicarpa
bracteata
Asarum canadensis
Uvularia grandi
flora
Sanguinaria
canadensis
Developmental Stage
1. Bearpau Point
past fruiting
healthy; most plants
senescent
small, heavily browsed
yellow spots on some
lvs
nuts ripening
fruit ripening
not yet flowering
past fruiting
. healthy
healthy
capsules broken
some plants
senescent
Smi/acina racemosa fruit ripe
Uvularia grandi-
flora
2. Campground
capsules broken; some
plants senescent
Par:- n
stems broken at
base; stems and
leaves (lvs) collect-
ed
lvs and petioles
above 3rd node; lvs
adjacent to fruit
not taken
lvs only collected
lvs only were
collected
lvs from top of
canopy
lvs and petioles
above 2nd node
basal lvs from
sterile plants
lvs and petiols
above 3rd node
lvs only
stems and lvs above
base
lvs and stem above
lowest leaf; cap-
sules not taken
healthy plants only;
stems and lvs above
ground level
lvs only; fruit not
taken
lvs and stem above
lowest leaf; mostly
healthy plantth
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Sincies
TABLE 2-- ontinucd
eammicara.hir
-Daveloiln-nua
-
. Hepatica americana healthy
Maianthemam cana-
dense
Aster macrophyllus
Dirca palustris
Clintonia borealis
Corylus cornuta
Ostrya virginiana
Acer saccharum
l'ialanthe=am cana-
dense
Aster macrophyllus
Aralia nudicaulis
Corylus cornuta
Parthenocissus
iilserta
Loricera
canadensis
Clintonia borealis
Cornus canadensis
Hepatica americana
tage
healthy, mostly
sterile
not flowering; some lye
chewed by insects
healthy
healthy; berries ripe
healthy, sterile
healthy
healthy
3. Wilderness Sanctuary
many plants senescent;
past fruiting
some plants flowering
healthy; past fruiting
healthy
healthy; still growing
healthy; past fruiting
berries ripe; corns
senescent
berries ripe
healthy
lvs
Part Taken
lye and petioles
above ground
level
as above
basal lye only;
broken at ground
level
lye only
lye above base
as above
lye from top of
6 t
high
lye from reproduc-
tion 4.5 ft
high
healthy lye, mostly
from sterile plants
basal lye from
sterile plants only
as above
as "I-ova
mature lye only
lye only
lye above base;
sterile plants only
lye and stems above
ground level;
sterile plants only
as above
TABLE 2--Continucd
Species
Maianthemum cana-
dense
DoveloImental Stage
•res.amisoamic....r.e.parw.-ar—siezenansmoimmucis
Part Taken
Mary Lake
most plants senescent
Aralia nudicaulis healthy
Aster macrophyllus
Corylus cornuta
Clintonia borealis
Cornus canadensis
Hepatica americana
Pteridium aauili-
num
Fragaria virgi-
niana
Maianthemam cana-
dense
Aralia nudicaulis
Gaultheria pro-
cumbens
.ATictostaphylos
uva,-ursi
Hepatica ameri cane.
Aster macrophylIus
Corylus cornuta
Pyrola elliptica
damaged by insects,
otheruise healthy
brown spots on some
lvs
healthy; berries ripe
berries ripe
healthy
healthy
damagdd by insects
Scott's
berries ripe; many plants
senescent
some plants sescent
both fruit and flowers
present
fruit ripe
healthy
• healthy
healthy
healthy
lonicera healthy; fruiting
mostly healthy
plants taken
as above
as above
as above
as above
sterile plants
only; lvs and stems
as above
fronds only; no
stems
leaflets only
mostly healthy
plants; no berries
healthy plants only
lvs from non,fruiting
plants only
lvs only
as above
as above
as above
lvs above base of
plant
lvs only
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TABLE 2 - -Continued
Sacies Dcv
Epigea repons
Pteridium aquili-
nium
Cladonia sp.
Pleurozium schra-
berii
Lithospormum
canescens
Maianthemum cana
dense
Azalia nudicaulis
lelmental StaEe
healthy
healthy
healthy
healthy
6. Woodlot
fruit mature
. mostly healthy
Aster macrophyllus
Frageria virginiana
Gaultheria pro- .
cumbans
AT-otostaphylos
uva-ursi
Pyrola elliptica
EDigea repens
Pleurozium schre-
borii
Cladonia sp.
Apocynum
androsaemifolium
healthy but small,
mostly sterile
mostly sterile
psat fruiting
fruit and flowers pre-
seliv
healthy
past fruiting
healthy
healthy
healthy
chlorotic; declining
•as
Part Taken
mature lvs
fronds only
picked clean of
litter
picked clean of
litter
whole plants; no
fruit
as above
as above
above
as above
lvs only, mostly
from sterile plants
as above
as above
sterile plants only
living parts only;
litter removed
as above
leaflets and
potioles
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a different stage of development in different stands. This no
doubt contributed to the sampling error but it cannot be helped.
It was hoped that all samples could be collected between
stior=s. The collection of samples in the Baarp-,7 Wilderness
and Woodlot plots, however, was followed by three days of rain.
This could have leached nutrients frpm the foliage, particularly
potassium. Also, there could have been an increase in soil
nitrification following the storm. Thera is no way to evaluate
this, the effect must be lumped with the variability within
types.
Since light is one major variable affecting nutrient up-
take, integrative light measurements were taken on each plot
using the ozalid paper method of Friend (1961). Amore detailed
discussion of the technique appears in the appendix.
2. Analysis of Soils and Plant Material
The air dry soil samples were screened through a 2 ram
sieve and the gravel fraction was discarded. Exchangeable soil
and humus cations were extracted with neutral I N ammonium ace-
tate according to the method of Black (1965). Calcium, magnesium
and potassium were analyzed on a Beckman DU flame spectrophoto-
meter. The interference of .calcium at the magnesium wave-length
used was corrected for by running calcium standards at the same
setting and subtracting the appropriate amount.
Exchangeable hydrogen was analyzed by equilibrating soil
and humus samples with 1 N ammonium acetate at a pH of 7.00,
according to the method of Brown (1943). The pH of the humus was
measured in the laboatory with a Beckman pH meter.
Available soil phosphorus was extracted with Bray's No.
• 1 solution (0.03N NHO in 0.025N HCL). The concentration was
determined spectropho'cometi.ic321y with the molybdate blue method,
according to the procedures used in the University of Minnesota
Soil Testing Laboratory (Grava, 1962).
Mechanical analysis was done with the hydrometer method
(Black, 1965). The sand fractions fr6m the jack pine stands were
separated by screening, but this was later abandoned because of
the time required. Correction for the. organic fraction An the
A1 horizons were made by burning ten gram samples at 3000C for
two days. It was hoped that this would eliminate the organic
matter without a concommitant loss of the water of crystalliza-
tion.
Nitrogen in both the soil and plant samples was deter-
mined by the macrc-Kjeldahl method; the soil samples were not
ground prior to digestion. Selenium was added as a catalyst.
All other plant nutrients were analyzed on a Jar -ell-Ash
model 66-000 direct reading emission spectrograph. Material was
prepared for analysis by grinding in a wiley mill, dry-ashing at
525 C, and dissolving in hydrochloric acid containing 0.5 per..
cent lithium.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
1. Soil Descriritions
Table 3 contains the profile descriptions for each stand;
Table 4 contains the mechanical analysis data. These data
illustrate the complexity and diversity of the local upland soils.
The Menahga series supporting the two jack pine stands is
derived from glacial outwash sands. Since the percentage of silt
and clay gives little useful information about this soil, the
sand fraction has been subdivided (Table 5). The differing pro-
portions of fine sand in the two Menahga soils appears to be
correlated with the jack pine site index.
The A" of the Menahga soils is dark, possibly reflecting.
a residua/ prairie influence. Horizon development below seven
inches is negligible.
The red pine-balsam fir stands are supported by soil
derived from stratified sand, silt and gravel. These soils are
Dart of the Marquette series, although extreme local variability
makes them difficult to classify. Both stands have a gravelly
layer within fourteen inches of the surface, although this is
'absent from one of the horizons in the Mary Lake stand. These
soils are characterized by well developed A, horizons and weakly
developed sub
-horizons.
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TABLE 3
SOIL PROFILE DESCRIPTIONS
Dearpau Point, Profile 1
Horizon Thicknoss •Color, moisu
A11
Al3
B
3
IEB
3.
"IC
4"
17"
3-8"
10-15"
1,
2"
9"
6"
,AIM5427.1.,104 .74:22
Structure Consistence PH Miscellamous
10Th 2/1 single soft,
grain friable
10Th 3/1 single ti
grain
10Th 3/1 weak crumb It
10Th 4/3 ueak crumb loose
10Th 5/3 single grain II
XI:
7.5/11 2/3
10Th 3/1
10Th 3/2
Boarpau Point, Profile 2
weak crumb
ft
soft,
friable
11 ft
6.8
. 6.8 shows signs of degra-
dation
6.4 high in organic natter-
6.2 bands of organic matter
5.6 very fine sand
6.8 stl.atified fine and
coarse sand; lumps of
organic natter
6 ./-1,
6.2
•single grain loose 6.6 motteling from organic
matter
TABLE 3 - -Continued
2prate,
Horizon Thickness Color, moist Structuro Consistence Miscell?ncous
Cl
A22
A2B2
D2
Cl
C2
15" 10Th 4/4 single grain loose 6.4 iron bands and mottling
from organic matter
Campground, Profile 1 -
DM 3/1 crumb friable 5.8
10YR. 4.5/3 platy. firm 5.6
11 11 11 11
10Th 4/3 angular friable 5.4 A2 tounging into 132;
rubbed blocky possible gluing
51.M. 4/8- angular slightly 5.4 contains fragra9nts of
10Th 5/4 . blocky sticky; decomposed rock
plastic
10Th 4/2 . weak ang. slightly 7.2 much rotten rock;
blocky plastic free CaCO3
x x x x much free lime; rotten
rock
Campground, Profile 2
I' 2" 10Th 3/2 crumb friable 5.0il
A2 14" 10Th 5/4 platy very fr. 5.2
A2132 16" 10Th 4/3- mad. sub- friable 5.4 smells bad; gleyed10Th 5/4 ang. blocky; upper 4" free of rock
fragments
TABLE 3-- ontinued
Smor,UrrUr.t6twWCrra,A.sa..CT, .scvee 
r • .,•—• • •
• atk• AUX
Horizon
B2
Thlokness Color, /1;21.,st Strucuro Consistence Miscelanopus
. •
10YR/0 med. sub- slightly
rubbed sticky,
plastic
2.5"
Al2
A2 3" 
10Th 3/3
1 7-9" 
10Th /413
ELC 6-8" 10Th 4/3
IIIC 16" 10Th 4/3
A12
211
5-11., 10-m /4./2
Wilderness, Profile 1
single loose
grain
WELdernc.ss, Profile 2
5.6 many rotten rocks,
clear clay flew surfaces
7.2 free CaCO3
4.8
5.2
5.4 approx. 54 percent grav31;
color variable
5.8 unacrlain by stratified
sands and gravel
single loose thin ard discontinuclis
grain
TABLE 3--Cont;lnoA
Hovizon Thloimess Color, roist Stvuctily-,b Conpitence pH Mlsc0.1_preouci
•
A1
A2
A2C
'IC
711
11"
6,,
10YR 3/4
10YR 4/3
10YR 4/4
single grain loose
Mary Lake, Profile 1
1/2" 10YR 3/1 single grain very friable
14" 10Th 4/3 H loose
611 10Th 4/3 It-
10YR 4/4
511
311
10Th 4/4
10Th 5/4
11
5.2 A tounging into C1
52 depth varies from 11 to
20 in.
5.7 underlain by stratified
sand, gravel and dis- .
continuous till
6.6
5.0
5.6 A2 tourcfinc into C, iron  
s-Gain in c; 37 parcont
gravel
5.6 37 p3rcent gravel
mak sub- very friable 5.6 some clay flow surfaces;
angular iron handing; underlain
blocky by stratified sand &
gravel
Horizon Thickness Color. 17:ist
TABLE 3--ContAnucd
r..0101t a•Venar.,7,,TC, *, 1. 1
Structure PH • NJ,scellanoou3Consistence V.^
Mary Lake, Profile 2
A1 
0.5" 10Th 3/2 single grain loose
A21 5" 10YR 4/3 
very
friable
1;1i2 5" 10Th 4/3 
II If
C1 
17" lan 4/4 IT loose
Im 51! 10YR- mak sub- firm
2.5Y 4j4 ang. blocky
Scott's, Profile 1
A1 
1" 10Th 3/1 single loose
grain
A2 5" 10Th 
3/2 fl It
C1 
6" 10Th 3/3 it ti
C2 11" 
10YR 0'.3 If H
03 17" 10Th 4/4 II H
5.2 thin and discontinuous
5.0
5.0
5.6
5.8
5.4
5.6
5.7
5.7
6.2
variable in depth
some clay flow surfaces;
underlain by stl'atificd
sand and silt Ilith iron
bands .
thin, discontinuous
TABLE 3 - -Continued
sat.
3/4,9Ptieminnw-Winfta,
m r axe.,
- Horizon Thickness 'Colors, moist Structure  Conslstonce pH  Miscollamous
ora,a,
1"
• 4"
Li."
13"
17"
10YR 2/1
10Th 2/2
Dm 3/3
lOnt 4/3
DM 4/3
A2 5-7" . 10Th 3/2
C1 8-10" 1.0n 4/3
02 6" 10Th 5/6
03 7" 3.0YR 5/4
Cl
2
3-7n 10Th 3/4
13-17" 10Th 4/4
6" 10Th 5/6
Scott's Profile 2
single grain loose
Woodlot, Profile 3.
sinEle grain loose
Woodlot, Profile 2
5.0
5.4
5.8
5.8
5.9
5.4
5.4
5.6
5.8
single grain loose 5.6
It f I
tt
5.6
5.6
3 11" 2.0YR 5/4
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TABLE 4
PUTICLE SIZE ANALYSIS OF SOIL SANPLES
smormr, traa
'Profile Horizon Percent
c:-rA
:
Percent
Silt
I. Bearpaw Point
1 A1, 75.2 91.6
1 A12 81.8 15.2
1 t 73.4 17.4
-13
1 B
3 
89.0 8.0
1 fi.B, 62.0 31.0
..,
1 IIIC 91.0 6.0
2 All 83.0 13.8
2 12 85.8 
10.1
9 B- 93.0 5.0)
2 C 97.0 1.01
2 IIC 98.0 1.0
Percent
3.2
3.0
9.2
3.0
7.0
3.0
3.2
4.1
2.0
2.0'
1.0
2. Campground
1 A1 50.8 40.6 8.6
_
..
1 A21 57.0 
36.0 7.0
1 A22 62.0 
31.0 7.0
1
A239 55.0 
28.0 17.0
1 B2
51.0 27.0 22.0
1 ci 61,o 24.0 15.0
9 Al 39.7 48.7 11.6
2 A2 45.0 44.o 11 00
2 A2182 71.0 16.0 13.0
2 B2 57.0 25.0 20.0
2 c 66.0 27.0 7.0
Profile Horizon
2
2
T'..76T -T7
Percent
Sand
Percent
• Silt
Percent
Clay
3. 'Wilderness
73.3 17.4 4.6
86.0 10.0 4.0
86.0 10.0 4.0
90.0 6.0 4,0
70.0 25.0 5.0.1.2
A 32.0 14.0 4.0-2,
CI. . 86.0 9.0 5.0
110 95.0 3.0 2.0
-
An
4. Mary Lake
1 Al 73.3 23.4 3.3
1 .1.2 83.0 13.0 4.0
1 94.0 • 4.0 2.0A2C
1 C1 96.0 1.0 3.0
I IIC 82.0 12.0 6o
1 I110 80.0 17.0 3.0
9 AI 71.5 23.0 5.5_
2 A21 84.0 19.0 4.0
2 A22 90.0 7.0 3.0
2 Ci 98.0 1.0 1.0
2 IIC 5710 32.0 . 11.0
2 IIIC 97.0 trace 3.0
TABLE
Profile
1
2
2
1
9
9
2
Hol'izon
-2
Cl
c,
A
"-1
02
CI
02
3
A2
Percent ?rcentnyv,
silt
Scott's
92.8
93.0
95.0
96.0
94.6
94.1
95.6
96.7
6. Tilbodlot
85.4
86.6
94.2
98.2
85.5
87.0
100.0 .
100.0
4.1
5.3
2,8
2.8
1.8
3.5
1.0
0.0
11.2
9.0
4.4
1.8
9.0
6.6
0.0
0.0
Pel-cent
Clay
2.2
2.2
1.2
3.6
9 h
3.4
3.3
2.4
4.4
• If
0.0
4.5
6.4
0.0
000
b,9
TABLE 5
SAND FRACTIONS FOR =HAHGA SOIL,
AS PERCENT OF TOTAL SAND
1. Wocdlot
Profile
1
Horizon V. coarse Coarse
A2
Cl
C2
3
2 A2
2 C1
C7
9
3
'',
8.5
12.2
15.7
7.0
9.3
11.5
10.8
27.9
26.8
26.6
25.6
20.0
29.9
3200
23.2
29.0
"33.6
29.2
27.6
34.6
32.0
28.9
31.8
23.9
Fine v. fLaa_
3.4
28.6 3.1
3.0
2.2
2.8
27.9
38.2
35.0
26.0
25.0
30.0
18.2
2. Scott's
'EL
1 P • 1.4 19.9 4203 34.0_ 
I A
-19 .1.1 14.2 40.9 40.5
......,
C1 1.0 15.0 40.9 40.4
1 02 0.8 12.9 37.2 45.8_
2 All 1.0 17.7 40.1 33.1
---.---
2 172 1.4 16.3 37.1 40.7
2 C1 0.7 14.4 39.4 42.4
2 C,, 0.8 • 13.6 37.3 44.4
2.7
3.4
0.9
2.3
3.2
3.2
3.1
3.1
3.7
3.0
3.8
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The soil supporting the Camoground manle-b,,sswood stand
4s 4n the Maltrami series, belonging to, ,,he Gray Wocdcd great
soil group. It is derived largely from calcareous till; but is
. overlain locally by water-deposited silt. A few large boulders
are present in the zone below the silt-cap. The humus is a well
developed mull, in contrast with the nor humus of the conifer
stands. Both the A9 and subhorizons are well developed. Inc
1.1".
soil is poorly drained and shows evidence of gleying in the A22
horizon and below.
The soil of the Bearpaw point basswood stand may be
classified as a Poppelton or Nfrore loamy sand. The presence
of nesic-rich vegetation on loamy sand presents an into-nesting
anomaly. This is explained, however, by the thickness of the Al
horizon, which varies from 30 to 12 inches throughout the stand.
Probably this plot, which lies within one hundred yards of Lalv,
Itasca, uas formerly dominated by lakc-shore or bog vegetation.
With the recession of the Lake, the organic deposits decomposed
and worked downward into the stratified sands. Subsequent
encroachment of the forest appears to have furthered the degrada-
tion of the organic matter and may eventually produce an A2
horizon.
The A
o 
horizon in this stand is also someuhat unique.
Although the humus resembles a nor humus morphologically, the
base saturation is almost 100 percent. According to the classi-
fication scheme of Duchaufour (1961), this could probably be
called a sandy moder.
. 2. Son Ch-7ical Analysis.
Table 6 shows the results of the soil chemical analysis
for each horizon. Because only two profiles were examined in
each stand, a statistical treatment of the soil nut-I lent data
would be meaningless. Some qualitative conclusions, however, are
possible.
a. Nitron. There is an increase in percent total
nitrogen in the soil profile from the jack pine stand to the hard-
wood stands, particularly in the surface horizons. An exact
ranking is difficult to assign on a percentage basis, however,
since the volume of gravel and bulk density are not considered.
The highest concentration of total nitrogen was found in the
Poppelton soil, due to the high organic matter content. The de-
crease with depth here was rapid as compared with the Boltrami,
-due to the sandy parent material.
Pluth and Arnaman (1963) found a significant correlation.
between the plot synecological nutrient coordinate and percent
total nitrogen in the 01, 01 and Al horizons of soils in the
central pine section. Bakuzis (1961) also reported a significant
correlation between total soil 'nitrogen and synecological nutrient
coordinate, but found that the moisture coordinate was more highly
correlated with percent nitrogen.
b. Phosphorus. The distribution pattern for "avaflablen
phosphorus is somewhat anomalous. In most horizons, available
phosphorus was low in the surface horizon. It generally increased
TABLE
SOIL CHEAICAL ANALYSIS
+ 1-er- c.
Profile Horizon Ca Ng
0 11.• H+ Pcent 
cont
Base
Sd.-L
14
1. Bearoaw Point
A11 
10.19 1.66 0.35 2.0 86 0.200 65.7
-
-12 4.30 0.66 0.21 2.5 68 0.042 67,5
An,, 7.05 0.50 0,31 3.0 72 0.101 131.1
1 11B
3 
3.50 0.33 0.12 3.0 57 0.024 59.6
B3 
1.50 0.27 0.08 1.5 55 0.019 48.2
9 
All 10'90 
1.90 0.30 2.0 87 0.247 29.7
9 3.87 0.58 0.28 1.5 76 0.056 79.6
2
3 
1.44 0,25 0.08 2.0 47 0.019 45.2
2 C 1.75 0.29 0.11 1.5 59 0.009 50.7
2 TIC .2.06 0.16 0.08 1.5 60 0.010 50.7
2. Ca=ogrouni
7.57 1.75 0.29 .5.0 66 0.167 46.8
1.21 1,69 0.41 0,12 3.0 41 0.029 43.7
1 A22 1,20 0.41 
0,09 3.0 36 0.014 36.9
A2B2 4.32 1.32 0.14 
3.0 66 0.019 15.5
B2 6.71 3.50 0.22 
3.0 78 0.023 10.1
1 5.26 3.38 0.15 0.0 100 0.020 10.5
2 Al 4.07 1.68 0.51 12.0 3)4, 0.269 50.0
2 A2 1.87 0.66 0.13 2.5 52 •0.024 26.0
2 A2B2 4.07 1.57 ' 0.15 2.5 70 0.021 14.0
2 IIA2 ;4.40 1.66 0.13 2.5 71 0.019 11.5
2 B 5.63 3.80 0.14 3.0 .76 0.027 8.2
2 C 4.41 2.56 0.05 0.0 100 0,010 5.0
TABLE 6--Contin,,cd
itastawitmatcahataapaia.mwaL..-,,m,..Aaragar.sarammtwhte......
t t •
K
o percent PPMP-4;ofile Horizon Ca mc
Ai 2
1 A9
Ci
TIC
9 Al2
2 A2
2 C1
9 TIC
cent
Base
Sat.
. 3. Wilderness
3.03 0.92 0.17. 5.3 44 0.097 44.3
0.94 0.33 0.06 2.5 35 0.057 38.4
1.18 0.41 0.08 1.5 53 0.013 49.8
1.06 0.37 0.06 2,4.5 50 0.011 30.9
3.59 1.41 0.26 9.0 37 .0,144 37.0
0.88 0.41 0,06 3.0 31 0.029 35.8
0.93 0.45 0.08 5.0 23 0.019 50.0
0.74 0.30 0.05 3.0 27 0.008 43.7
4. Yn77 Lake
1 AI 7.18 1.16 0.30 6.0 59 0.194 14'4.6
1 A2 0.31 0.21 0.13 2.5 21 0.020 57.9
1 AC1 0.81 0.33 
0.08 1.0 52 0.006 13.9
1 C1 1.18 0.24 0.07 2.0 43 xxxx 11.9
1 ITC 2.17 0.27 0.09 3.0 45 0.010 12.0
I I= 2.00 0.41 0.07 2.0 56 0.006 10.9
9 16n 11.10 2.67 0.56 4.0 79 0.18121 11.1
_
2 A21 0.95' 
0.31 0,13 4.0 26 0.040 56.4
2 A92 0.63 0.21 0.08 3.0 23 xxxx 55.9
2 CI 1.06 trace o.o6 1.5 53 0.006 33.3
.....
. 9 TTC 3.68 0.78 0.16 
2.5 65 0.0/3 27.3
2 1110 0.81 trace 0.04 9.0 42 0.0 7.2
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TABLE 6Ccntned 
.
sarisaa.,,s ic.d.a•trAao.s,,,,w..a..amwrm,,,...aaaPrirasiwgsvnewKa.tdr..t.-A..-...maur.rrrsawns,.rmcrra.
Profile Horizon Ca
5. scott:s
7 • Per- Percent PPM
cent
EaSe
Snt
1 tx11 1.13 0.19 0.06 2.2 39 0.054 19.4_ ..
1 A9 1.99 0.45 0.19 2.0 57 0.027 35.9-.
1 f-i 0.75 trace 0.05 1.5 35 0,010 71.5
_
1 c2 0.69 trace 0.03 1.5 32 0.006 62.2
1 C3 0.50 trace 0.04 1.0 33 0.001 38.5
2 A-1 i 3,06 0.70 0.24 5.5 38 0.109 17.1
9 142 1.18 0.16 0.08 3.3 30 0.031 25.5.... 
2 C, 0.81 trace 0.07 5.3 14 0.010 80.0
9 C, 0.69 trace 0.06 1.0 43 0.006 63.5
0.004 70.9.,,,p,, xx2 0.69 0.21 0.06 -C3 .,,
A2
1 C1
C2
C
3
2 A2
2 C1
2 C,
2. C,
2 Ch
6. T....to:A.1ot
2.01 0.58 0.12 2.5 51 0.041 20,2
1.44 0.58 0.16 1.5 60 0.013 41.2
0.81 0.16 0.08 1.5 39 0.001 124.9
0.44 trace 0.04 1.0 33 0.002 127.4
2.20 0.66 0.11 2.5 55 0.034 23.1
1.88 0.66 0.09 2.0 57 0.020 38.4
0.81 0.16 0.04 1.5 40 0.021 105.6
0.31 trace 0.01 1.0 24 0.0 50.0
0.37 trace 0.03 xx xx 0.001 28.9
hp
to a maxi= value in the t2 or C horizon and then dccreased"
-viith depth. Thus *ono of the hishest values were ft2onl the sub
•horizons of the 1,.lenanga
• did rt— t decrease-
pl.ofiles. Only in the Beitrai r-ofiles
continuously from the AI to the C horizon.
There appears to be no relationship between stand synecological
coordinate and DD of t avaCL„o le N
 
soil phosphorus in the stands
and profiles sampled.
These somewhat negative results may be due to the varia-
tion in the chemical state of phosphorus among horizons and soil
types. For example, in the acid subhorizons of the Mana:hga, most
phosphorus is probably bound with iron or aluranum, whereas in the
Beltrami subhorizons, it is probably present as calcium phosr;hates.
In the surface horizons and hunus layer, hauever, it is probably
tied up in organic compounds. Thus it is unreasonable to expect
one extraction method to approximatcd the available phosphorus for
a wide range of soil types, horizons and plant species.
relationshipThe lack a direct,between soil vhosphorus
and forest soil fertility or productivity has long been knaun.
Ircaron-i-i (1921), in fact found an inverse relationship between
forest productivity and kilograms per hectare:Of..P205 extracted
with 0.2 N HC1. VI:co (1952) measured total clay phosphorus as
well as extracting with Ca lactate, Na zeolite, acid lalpF and
neutral NH4F. When a broad *range of forest stands were considered,
none of these methods gave values which were correlated with for-
'Ginty of the forest soil. When n11 measurements above a cert
lir:It were discarded, however, then the 1,,ctate.-,soluble,
soluble and total clay phosphorus values were well correlated
with forest soil -rertilitio Thus he concluded that the fc-2ti-
lity of forest soil does depend on the phosphate content,0
The lack of a direct relationship between soil 7.f..-10,- -oho-,us
and s3,--nocologica1 ceo:tinates has been reported for arraesota.
Pluth and • .A-"—'''"r(1963) the dilute acid 
_loth.D.L4e
ing mcthod, found no significant correlation between plot seco'
logical nutrient ^ o,,,'dirTi-e and available phosphorus in the humus,
A , 
•
--2 n0722.ZOlaS They did, however, report a negative corre-
lation with available phosphorus in the B2 faolizon. Ba1cizjs
(1961) also found no clear distribution of available phos-chw.us
in rioisture-nutrient ccol'dinates. Thus it is possible that phos-
rl-lorr)c- is not a 11.- it-Lng factor in forest productivity in the
Central Pine Section. Further studies on the phosphorus problem
shuld involve different extraction methods and fertilizer ex—r,ri-x
c. Exchanveable Eases Given the broad range of soil
types selected for this study, it is not surprising that there
appears to be a good relationship between exchangeable bases and
stand synecological nutrient coordinate. The concentration of
calcium, mtassium and magnesium within a given profile, however,
appears to be closely related to the percentage of silt plus
clay. Between profiles, the degree .of profile development is an
important controlling factor. For example, the A2 horizons of
the Marquette profiles are much lower in calcium than the 4
horizons of the Menahga Profiles, although the surface layer of
.the Marquette is higher in calcium.
In the subhorizons of the Ca ground mw:i3'aciw\od
stand and at least two of the pl-ofilos linr:LDr the ree. Din:: stands,
the concentration of exchangeable bases
This is due in part to soil develop:aent and in part to pant
material. Thus in the Eeltrami, the calcium profile is the re-
suit of leaching of the A2, accumulation in the 32 horizon and
-oresence of free calcium in the 73al.ant material. In the N2,-cluettc,
particularly
,ato,
at nary Lake , the increase of calcium with depth
the presence of layers of silt and very -Psi,
a higher exchange c4,1--city :cla 7-n+ ', coarse sand al:ove..
3. 1,76p:a -'V.on Analysis
sand TaL.1.1
Table 7 shows the total cubic foot volume by species on
each 128 square meter sub;olot. These data show the relative
dominance of different s ,- -;0,- 1-'1,in each stand. They 
-lso_
illustrate the irrelevance of total volum,, or bionass as a urm.„as a
of productivity.
Table 8 shows the basal area and the site index by species
within each an. Red pine site index for the Wbcdlot stand was
measured on trees outside of the rlot. The site index reported 
for red pine in the Campground stand is unreliable, since the
three trees measured were probably suppressed during part of
their development. For the other stands, however, the site index
is based on adequately large samples.
The plot synecological coordinates are given in table 9.
These values are based on:species presenc-e in the eight square
51
TABLE 7
TOTAL CUBIC NOT VOLUYIE ON 128 ra2 SUBPLOTS
Species Sulyolot Nunbor9 3-
1. Campground
Acer saccharum 3.0 12.4 9.5 2.1 30.4 1.5 3.8 2.2
Quercus rubra 40.5 23.8 x 23.8 54.0 42.7 x x
Populus
tremuloides 51.4 x x 80.0 x x 45.2 4.4
Tilia
are.ricana 4.4
Betula
papyrifera 7.3
anus strobus 284.
Pinus
resinosa
Aber rubrum
Quercus
pacrocarpa
25.0 20.5 42.6 8.4 4.4
27.0 14.4 11.2
160.
9.2 3.2
2. Bearpau Point
7.5
169.
Tilia
americana 135.2 138.6 47.5 46.0 147.7 29.1 127.2 69.9
Betula
papyrife:m
lamus
amsricpna
9.7 22.0 16.3
12.1 13.3 3.0 32.5 18.1
TABLE named
Sincies
Sub
2
let Numbers
Pinus
resinosa
Abies
balsam3a
Bvtula
papyrif era
Pinus
resinosa
Abies
balsamea
. Wilderness
333 371 438 297 328 269 258 286
2.8 5.3 3.8 10.9 1.8 15.8 2.9 10.5
3.2 5.8 1.6
Mary Lake
67.0 78.0 124.5 106.5 157.5
22.7 28.1 78.9 10.4 12.3 15.8 7.8 32.6
Betula
papyrifera 19.2 46.2 18.8 7.0 7.4 4.5
Pinus
banksiana
BBtula
papyrif era
Pinus
banksiana
5. Scotts
97.4 54.0 110.3 40.0 85.8 125.3 83.3
16.6
64.9
. ino cd.lot
111.2
76.4 72.6 74.8 89.1 60.9 65.8 60.8
53
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TABLE
PlISAL LRT AID SITE "1-3.a-FriC
aca aiuriaml LAiwaralL,...2 a., a. a.m. t
Stara Seeies Basal Area, Site
sq. ft./acre
Troodlot
Scott's
Scott's
Mz7y. Lake
Nary Lake
Nary Lake
Mary T ro,:e
Wilderness
Wilderness
Wilderness
Bearpau
Point
Campground
jack pine
red 3-111,1
jack .,3iTie
red Dine
balsam fir
paper birch
uhite pine
red pine
balsam fir
white pine
bassuood
- American elm
paper birch
bur oak
sugar naple
quaking asil:en
bigtooth aspen
red oak
lenite pine
red pine
paper birch
hop hornbeam
bassuood
109
vi 3
29
35
9
155
15
2
91
17
4
30
10
19
28
10
2
6
49
35
68
45
53
51
Measured outside of the plot.
Tt,ni-P
STIECOLOGTCAL COORDINATES , PRESENCE 7...5 STS
torigags., g ,oszprodir...1.16.3
ubplot Yoitur.e Nuti-5.ents
Point•-J
1 2.4 3.4
2 2.2 3.1
3 9.2 2.9
4 2.5 3.5
5 2.6 3.3
6 2.9 3.0
7 2.3 3.1
8 2.4 3.4
2.2
2 2.3
3 2.3
2.1
5. 2.0
6 2.1
2.6
8 2.2
2, Campground
3.1
3.0
3.0
3.2
n
2.8
3.2
3.2 2.5
3./ 2.8
2.9 2.9
3.2 2.4
2.8 2.3
2.9 2.4
2.9 2.9
3.1 2.5
2.6 2.2
2.6 2.2
2.7 2.5
2.8 2.1
3.1 2.4
3.9 2.3
2.5 2.5
2.8 2.2
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TABLE 9--Cont-.1..raer
•
- Subplot Moisturo Hutri ..nts ,eat
3. 1:1-i1de-r-ness
1 2.5 2.3 2.2
2 904 2.3 2.1
3 2.5 2.3 2.2
4 2.9 2.1 1.9
5 2.2 9.9 1.8
6 2.6 901 1.9
7 2.6 2.1 2.0
8 2.5 2.3 2.0
3
9.4
2.3
4. Mary Lake
201
2.1
900 2.0
2.1 2.3
2.3 • 2 9
r- • f.
t• 6: 
• j
2.49 2.0
2.0 2.1
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.1
2e0
2.1
1.9
ht
2.9
2.5
3.2
2.8
2.8
9 h
2.7
2.5
2.6
9.8
3.1
3.5
3.3
•*.
4.0
3.6
C.,
3° z 901
3° z e
z ° 901
T.* z 9°,1
z 3 0°Z
6"i
co z 0*Z
9°T
5°T
5:GT
9°T
e
Legi
T
9°T
°
9°T
zoi
5 *I
9°1
J.1.1.0,04 4.
9
i"1" °T.C2q112
ntrn,,., 41,S 'eV tparr. ismajnar..y.
i56 — ez-iiriEVI
plots. Coordinate values for
•
utrie:its an ligat were also
comimted on a dominance basis for the herb layer.
presented in Table 10.
These data are
Figure 3 shows - the position of each plot in the edalf:1;c
field with moisture and nutrients as coordinate axes, The two
jack pine stands fall somewhat below the moisture-nutront ccordi.
nates for the jack pine stands sampled by Eakuzis (1961)
pins stands are roughly centered in the cdar:hic field with res7Dsot
to moisturp, but the nutrient coordinates are somat 1c, Tie
hardwood stands have roughly- the sane moisture coordinates as the
red pine stands, but the nuur.le,lu coordinates
portion of the odaphic field for Minnesota,
4 p.ht Yesasurammts •
are in the upper
The integrative light measurements showed a high corrala-„.
tion between percent of full sunlight and synecological light
coordinates. The results are Plotted in Figure 4. On a presence
basis the correlation coefficient is +0.86, but on a dominance
basis it is only +0.66. A more detailed discussion of the results
of the light measurements appears in the appendix.
5. Analysis of Humus Sam-ole
The humus samples collected at each subplot were leached
ammonium acetate and analyed or excimngeable C'l r'411:1
nesium, potassium and hydrogen. The results show that the relation
ship between these four cations varies from one end of the nutrient
53
TABLE 10
SYNECOLOGICAL CCORDTNAMS , IT7 177 r 77('` qlS
• Subiplat Ditabients Lir.eiat
3
8
1. fr t7 POirit4•••
•DIs
•)
3.2
4„0
3.9
3.0
3.7
2.9
2, Carsoground
3.6
3.3
3 4.4
3.5
5. 2.6
4.8
7 4.3
8* 3
2,5
2.6
2.1
2.1
1.5
2.4
2,0
2.5
2.0
2.1
1.5
2.4
3.2
12
1.5
1.5
59
TABLE 0— cd
wan rciawarrncsaaso-rzw.nianeas clinart..0.4-A=.3.srotzt7,,,
• Subplot
3
3
8
• Nutrient S
sal
r;71
3. Wilderness
00
2.0
1.9
2.0
1.9
2.0
1.8
2.0
Nary Lake
2.0
2,2
2.2
2.0
2,0
1.7
2.0
2.0
).7
3.1
3.5
3.4
3.0
2.5
3.0
3.0
2.0
3.3
3.2
3.9
3.7
3.4
3.2
60
Sub-olot
1
..:nr2tA
: foie :3
•
5. Scotts
1.9
1.7
1.7
2.0
1.7
1.6
7 1.2
1.3
6, Wbcdlot
1.5
1,7
3 1.7
5
8
1.9
1.7
2.0
18
1. 8
3.6
4.4
3.4
3.3
L!-03
400
4.8
4.8
3.7
3.5
4.4
4.7
4.1
3.8
3.8
61
PERCENT BASE SATURATION OF HUMUS
IN MOISTURE-NUTRIENT COORDINATES
3.5
3.0
2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
80
A
90
A BEARPAW POINT HARDWOODS
A CAMPGROUND HARDWOODS
• WILDERNESS RED PINE-FIR
-0 MARY LAKE RED PINE-FIR
• SCOTT'S JACK PINE
O WOODLOT JACK PINE
70
60
50
A
A
A
y80
A
90
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
SYNECOLOGICAL MOISTURE COORDINATE
Figure 3. The distribution of subplots in moisture
-nutrient
coordinate axes and horizontals showing the percent base
saturation of the humus collected at each subplot. Well
developed humus was absent from some subplots; the points
wore omitted from the diagram.
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LIGHT INTENSITY
AND SYNECOLOGICAL LIGHT COORDINATES
IN AN UPLAND FOREST GRADIENT
24
20
4
0
A BEARPAW POINT HARDWOODS
A CAMPGROUND HARDWOODS
• WILDERNESS RED PINE-FIR
O MARY LAKE RED PINE-FIR
• SCOTT'S JACK PINE
O WOODLOT JACK PINE
A 40.
•
AA
A
•
A
2.0 2.5 3.0
SYNECOLOGICAL LIGHT COORDINATE
Figure 4. The relationship between integrated light intensity for
one day and synecological light coordinatos in six forest
starAs. Light intensity was measured with ozalid paper.
The large symbols connected by the solid line represent
stari. averages.
••••
gradient to the othel'.
On the assur-..-otion that the exchange capacity can be
approximated by the sum of the exchangeable cations, the percent
saturation of each samole was calculated (see Table 11)0
This value shows a hirth de:Tree of correlation with plot syneco-
logical nuti.ient coordinate; the linear correlation coefficient
obtained was 7:-.0083 on a presence basis and +0.73 on a doninance
Both values are h.;r4.-41v 0
Figure 3 shows the iperc-,,au base saturation as contours in
the moisture-nut:fient coordinate field, The greatest variation
,
occurs in 7.e 1^ nin,--b,Isam fir stands. This may be due to the
heterogeneous ground flora or the influence of scattered birch
also shows considerable4d 4,-4The Campgroun stand
variation; this appears to be related to the presence df isolated
red pine and white pine trees in the stand. In contrast, the jack
pine stands show relatively little variation. The humus layer in
the BearDau Point bnsouccd stand is the least variable and is
practically saturated with bases, chiefly calcium.
In order to explore the relationships between these ex-
changeable cations along the nutrient gradient, triangular coordi-
najbes were used. This involves grouping the cations three at a
time and mathematically adjusting the values so that the sun of
the three cations (e.g0 calcium, magnesium and potassium) is equal
to 100 percent (see Table 12 for sample comnutations)0 In this
computation, the average of all points is exactly at the center of
the triangle. Thus each sample is =pressed in relation to the
average of a.given cation for all samples, and each of the three
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TABLE 11
• PYCIT"1171BT7 V mIni\73 1" Til-Crfc' n-"D 100vlu C.; 0 .16-11411, 1/4-7;11,P...1‘3
Sub-olot Ca ic
1. Bearpaw Point
51.4 1.57
2 0.6 63.3 1.77
3 0.2 51.6 1.43
4 1.1 51.6 1.58
5 3.0 52,0 1.75
2.0 61.5 1.12
7 0.9 77.9 1.93
8 4.4 51.5 2.19
•
14.4
10.6
9.8
120
10.9
11.0
13.0
14.2
2. CanpaTound
_
1 2.6 8.7 0.25 2.3
2 11,8 20.3 0.98 7.7
3 6.4 13.9 0.46
4 2.6 1204 0.38 2.6
5 5.4 11.3 0.55 3.5
6 1.0 11.8 0.37 3.5
7 7.8 14.9 0.64 5.2
8 9.8 16.4 1.04 7.1
403
pc.,,cent
98.4
99.2
99.7
98.3
95.6
97.4
99.0
93.9
81.3
71.1
85.6
74.0
94.0
7206
71.4
65
Subplot
..ra• ••,•,••ic•.„,,•.,„,•:m.,,w,,,...
t...? • .•
77' 
0 0 44,4Ca
•
15.0
18.2
3. 20.5
14.8
11.8
14.8
16.0
17.7
24.5
15.7
19.8
22.2
20,2
76.4
17.8
20.5
0.88
1.14
1.42
1.12
0.81
1.02
1.09
0.83
4. MarY Lake
1 6.0 . 36.9 1.37
2 12.1 36.8
3 15.5 20.7
4 12.1 20.0
5 11.8 26.6
6 xmx .4......41.•,.., 7,,
7 20.5 17.0 . 1.63
8 10.2 25.7 1.02
f•C .44,40
4,,,,,,..44,44• .44, ....Z.,
• •
602
6.0
4.9
3.6
12.6
7.4
4.4
6,1
6.2
5.1
7.6
67.8
53.9
57.0
65.6
67.6
70.0
59.3
60.8
89.5
78.9
64.1
69.1
74.2
53.6
77.1
66
,1.11,31-)1,07,
TABLE 11 -4:
CP.
10.6
14.0
1701
8 11.5
5. Scott7
11.9
16.9
10.4
11 1
4.3
401
3.8
3.1
61.3
60.8
54.9
56.1
6. wbodiot
1 8.5 5.1 0.28 1.9 46.2
2 11.0 7.4 0.75 2.5 49.3
11.0 1o6 0.45 2.7 55.8
9.8 8.06 0.46 2.3 52.4
5 9.2 8.7 0.46 3.0 . 56.2
7 8.6 9.2 0.66 3.0 60.0
8 8.2 5.5 0.43 9.0 49,1
67
filt-7.7 19
smiPLE •cP:.-LcuTAT:coN FOR 07:7-77(.71cr 3.79-p-FRNT
coNcT21TRATToNsfTTRIAI:o-LL .coo-i:=FEs
.I The•  following values were assured as original data:
sample
number
percent
1 2.28 0.314 1.68
2 1.83 0.237 1.83
3 0.67 0.063 0.27
Column totals: 4.78 0°614, 3.83
2. Average values were computed for each of the nutrients,
r7P.
-NT - = 1059
= 0.205
.„, 
  =1 28
3
3. The original values were divided by the respective nutrient
averages, giving the folloulm3 values:
sample row
number N P K total
1 1.43 1.53 1.31 4.27
2 1.15 1.16 1.47 3.78
3 0.49 0.31 0,,21 0.94
4. Each value was then divided by the total for the 'row in which
it occurred, giving the fin?..1 adjusted values:
sample
number
1 0.335 0.353 0.307
2 0.304 0.307 0.539
3 o.446 0.330 0.223
68
J. "eau-leas taken is !givenc‘crInl 0 _ one °lot har-
T.,::Yig:Ca ratio of 1:5:15, but the adjusted values for that plot
are 45.0 percent for potassium, 31.5 pzI:cent for .magnesum and
• 23.5 percent for calcitn. Th,, data were adjusted for piGtting by
an TB2,1 360 cominter.
Table 13 shows the average exchangeable cations for the
42 sc. ,ples an-3137'7,-4 Given this - • com,nin-7""rt 4i1r,On • L 
ing these proportions of cations would fall at the center of the
triangular coordinates. For example, a humus sample containing
8,1 meg0 of calcium per 100 gm., 2.05 of magnesium and 0.32 of
totassium would fall in the center of the Ca-M -K coordinates,
• iThe four possible co'_,_natdons of calcium, mac7,---,c-luv"
potassium and hydrogen in forest humus haVe been plotted in
agure 5. In Figure 5-1, calcium, magnesium and potassium are
plotted. The different configurations for the jack pin,==, red •
pine-fir and hardwood stands suggests that the ratios of calcium
•to potassium and 11,r,r71--asium to potassium are higher for the
I.:cod stands than for the pine stands.
This trend is illustrated in greater detail by tho other
three , .•combinations, Given the high correlation between syrscoic
gical nutrient coordinates and percent base saturation, it is
natural that the points are well spread out along the axis in
these three diagrams. In the H-Ca-Vig coordinates (Figure 5-2)
there is only a slit and inconclusive slant toTad calcium with
respect to the H-axis. In the HK.Mg coordinates (Figure 5-3),
however, the distribution is slanted toward the potassium side
of the H-axis. at the low end of the nutrient gradient and toward
TE3-17213
ATERLGE Vi\LU,73 17(Y-2. 17Trai.77-3 PT:
1-1-omus S=plos
77-717) 77.7
A:Ye-23.'70 1m1Ot'
100 r:171,
•
calcium 24.40
iz.lanesitra 6.14
zotnss'iura 0.961
hydrogen 9.33
nitrogen
phosphorus
7:3ta3siura
2. Foil"' ar Saraples
1..vez-aga for 94 sa7ap1es, percent
ovendry wair2ht
2.01
0.312
2,45
calciura 1.23
T'W"1,111,1 0.340
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5-1
5-3
EXCHANGEABLE HUMUS CATIONS
IN TRIANGULAR COORDINATES
A BEARPAW POINT HARDWOODS
A CAMPGROUND HARDWOODS
• WILDERNESS RED PINE-FIR
* MARY LAKE RED PINE- FIR
• SCOTT'S JACK PINE
O WOODLOT JACK PINE
AVERAGE VALUES,
MEQ./ 100 GM.
CA = 24.4
MG = 6.14
K = 0.961
H = 9.33
5-4
Figure 5. The relationship between exchangeable humus cations from
six forest an. The data were transformed prior to
plotting so that the average of all points in each set of
coordinates falls at the center of the graph. Lines have
been drawn around the points from each forest type. The
configurations indicate that the K: Ca plus Mg ratio
decreases toward the upper end of the nutrient gradient.
the imgnesium side at the ur.)7-ier end. In theF-TL.asi cco-Klinntes
(Figure 5-4) the -ce-Ittann is clearest. The PointBearpar plots
'71a1.1 rdost entirely on the ca? &um side of the I-1-axis ar..A. the
II-cod-1ot plots are entirely on the potassium side.
This relationship is further illustrated in Iigure 6,
which shows the d-istribution of synecological nutrient ccordi
pates in K-Ca-1,:g coordinates. The high coordinate values
associated with low relative potassium values.
are
Thus it apears
that the proportions of calcium and magnesium in the humus ex
change complex increase relative to potassium from the lower end
of the gradient, dominated by jack pine, to the upnr end of the
gradient, dominated by northern hardwoods.
in order to evaluate the relationship between the rola-
tive and absolute values for exchangeable cations, simple corre-.,
lations were run between the absolute values, relaid..v,.- values and
synecological nutrient coordinates (presence basis). Tables 14
and 15 show the simple correlation coefficients obtained,
Parison of these data further supports the previous conclusions.
For examle, the correlation coefficient between nutrient
nates and exchangeable hydrogen is -0.69, whereas for calcium,
magnesium and potassium it is respectively gh 39
(Table 14). This imlies that the sum of the exchangeable bases
is more important than any one alone, but calcium and magnesium
are both more closely related to the clef-Inca m'adiert than is
potassium.
This relationship is shown more strongly by a comparison
of the correlation coefacients between nutrient coon'L-1r--,tes
ezl
P.
0
0\
• ABSOLUTE AMOUNT OF ELEMENTS, BASE SATURATION PERCENT AND SYNECOLOGICAL COORDINATES IN CA-MG-KAND N-P-K COORDINATES OF AN UPLAND FOREST GRADIENT IN CENTRAL MINNESOTA PINE SECTION
1.MILLIEQUIVALENTS OF ELEMENTS PER 100 G OF SOIL HUMUS AND SYNECOLOGICAL
BASE SATURATION PERCENT
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ECOSYSTEM 'CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS
ICU 
- 
•
;Jr*,
Ca K Mg H pH BaseSat,.
Percent Moir,tsul'ci Nutrient Heat 1,1 (Phi.AViere•Litasenvntaaraemc,..-Aramarietc,gros•imatfit.V.30•4,a7,.......;',/,,,sa , 
• • • •
Ca .7029** 09074**
.7758**
Mg .
pH
. Base saturation percc)nt
Moisture cooiNlinatir,
coord.5..nath
Heat coordinate
Light coordinate
.5040** 08291** .8113**
—00912 04380** .5076**
Significant, at the 5 percent level
**
SiEnificant at the 1 percent level
07689**
—.8207**
Syneccilogical Coor011-1,1tos,
04785**
056k2**.
.5488**
.0081
.3181*
.4963**
.5362**
.3281* .1942
05511** .))..313** 01;378**
-.7292*;.: 03272*
c7519* • 
—05272
08260-,* .6659**
A96** .1.5!!8
.7333** —.7853'*
,
TABLE 15
P.EaTIO'r\;3IEP BET:TZEN 12'3 1-LLT TVE AND 2,ESO:WTE 11121E3
IN CA-L.%.1.1*G AND CAKH COORDINATES
Relative Values, Ca-K-Y,, Coordinates
Lbsolute Ca K Ng
V
Ca -:00719** -00517** -0.170
K 01.245 -0.075 -00423
.„1-:,, ÷0.08-1:, -:-00551*
Nutrient +0.503** -0.584** -:-.0.237
Coordinate
'Absolute
7121,in
1111.2..4..........10.1.111411.10110111111
Relative Values, Ca-K-H Coordinates
C, +0.845** -i-o .608** -00847**
K +0.4.54** -:-00672** -0.570**
H 
-0.787** -00507** +0.769**
Dat-..-ient +00763** +0.685** -0.810**
Coordinate
*
**
Significant t the 5 percent level
Significant at the 1 percent level
relative cation values (Table 15). in the Ca
for exaDr.ole, the correlation coefficient with syneoologicai
nutrient coordinates is +3.50 for calcium, ÷0,24 for ry:::12:3ium
and -0.58 for C"i '"I
The correlation coefficient between the relative ad
absolute value for a given element indicates the degree to which
the absolute value is changed by the transformation. With a high
positive correlation between three variables, there must be a
negative correlation between the relative and absolute value for
at least one element,. intuitively, it appears that the element
with the highest variance in concentration will be best correlated
with , -the corresponding adjusted value, whereas the least variable
element will be the least correlated. In the Ca-K-Me, coordinates,
the correlation coefficients between relative and absolute values
decrease in the order Ca> Mg > K; the variances of these cations
decreases in the sane order. If at least one element is inversely
related to the other however, (as II-1th the Ca-K-H coordinates)
then there may be a high correlation between the relative and
absolute value for all thre,-, el emnts.
agure 6 shows the absolute values of calcium,
magnesium and hydrogen in Ca-K-1,1g and Ca-Y,H coordinates.
illustrations ,1show that L41,, effect o, the
tion on a single variable is determined by the variance of each
element and the degree of correlation 1:ot,;:een them. If this tri.
angular tran,f0,4-4^, is ",--1 in the future then the effect o±
unequal variances and correlation between elements shou24 be solved
gorously.
Dachau2our (1961) srtr--:•e-t,,-1 that the ecological .„ r,-.2oup
on a given site is c.....lose7y rel-ttcd to the +17nn
0,1 z) 1 ' be defined together T Nr4-• ,,ss
-
Because of A, .4-7,e 'n cccuoied by the humus layer i-n
nutrient cycle of a forest, a det1ed study of the chemical and
biological prop....--,1-ities of the humus should be part of any future
Study- on the characteristics of an ecological nutrient gradient.
o. plinr. na1ysis
The elements in the fo1jae sam1es that were • 4.1
by the emission spectrograph are phoslYnorus, potassium, calcium,
strontium, sodium, iron, magnesium, zink, copper, molybdenum,
manzansse and boron. The 1.'evels of sodium and molybdenum, how-
ever, were too 'low to be measured accurately. 2:..1.so, the iron
values may represent contamination from the Wiley mill or muffle
furnace liner. .The original data are reported in Tables 16 and
.17. The stand numbers- in Tables 16 and 17 refer to the stands in
the following order: 1) I,Tocd.lot jack pine, 2) Scott s jack pine,
3) Mary Lake red pine-bnl s am fir, Wilderness red pLno-bz,:ls'am
fir, 5) Campground hardwoods and 6) Bearpc,w Point hardwoods.
comparison of these data ti-ith previously reported con-
centrations shows a general consistency within species. For
example, Gorloff (106L) reprtcd very high potassium concentra-
tions for Clinton-la borealis and ster nt,c -vill and 1-."
Potassium concentrations for Corylii.s coretta and Orrva:
• - 
(see Table 18). Those findings are consistent with the data
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TABLE 16-4
PERCENT FOLIAR CONCENTRATION OF MAGNESIUM, DRY WT. BASIS
Code Stand Number
No. Species 2 3
01 LithosDermum
canescens
02 Fragaria
virginiana 0.458 0.439 0.570
03 Pteridium
acuilinum 0.240 0.226 0.282
04 Cladonla SD0 0.045 0.053
05 ElDisaea repens 0.228 0.270
06 iviaianthemum
canadense 0.227 0.258 0.311 0.297 0.319 0.27807 Gaultheria
procumbens 0.290 0.314
08 Aster
macrophyllus 0.185 0.331 0.365 0361 0.381 0.303
09 Aralia
nudicaulis 0.272 0.283 0.377 0.394 0.352 0.329
10 Arctostanhylos
Uva-urs1 0.193 0.210 
11 Pyrola elliptca 0.253 0.237
12 7)1eurozium
schreberii 0.140 0.154,
13 Apocynum
androsaemifolium 0.339
14 Corylus cornuta 0.354 0.384 0.400 0.398 0.377
15 Hepatica americana 0.439 0.362 0.372 0.378
16 Diervilla lonicera 0.398
17 Thalictrum dioicum 0.430 0.427 0.365
18 Cornus canadensis 0.584 0.563
19 Clintonia borealis 0.384 0.423 0.441
20 Parthenocissus inserta 0.443 0.394
21 Lonicera canadensis 0.435
22 Uvularia grandiflora
23 Dirca palustris
24 1,..cer saccharum
25 Ostrya vlrginiana
26 Amphicarpa bracteata
27 Caulophyllum thalictroides
28 Celastrus scandens
29 Actaea rubra
30 Smilacina racemosa
31 Sanguinaria canadensis
32 Azarum canadense
0.436 0.407
0.623 0.533
0.239
0.384-
0.452
0.235
0.391
0.300
0.322
0.234
0.467
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TABLE 18
COMPARISON 07 NUTRIENT CON=T=IONS .IN FOLIAGE
WITH PRET-MTN' REPOTgED DATA
br;ac7ec,
Leer saccharm
It!
1
SlUre.',- .:T
- 
.L-.) -,1. C. 
- 
S o.44 0.14 0.52 1.66
G 0.73 0.12 0.39 1.01 0.45
C 1.86 0.28 0.85 1.27 0.24
L73ocyrium
.and-rosacmifolium G 1.45 0.28 2.12 0.31 0.27
1.35 0.33 2.43 0.73 0.18
• C 2.31 0.34 1.85 1.06 0.34
Aralia nudicaulis 1.66 0.29 2.53 0.83 0.33
2.06 0.29 1.51 0.94 0.43
CI, 1.97 0.32 2.07 1.13 0.26
0.56 0.22 0.79 1.83
1.71 0.27 1.38 1.18 0.27
1.88 .0.32 1.76 1.01 0.23
2.07 0.45 2.36 1.56 0,38
2,43 0.38 2.08 1.16 0.39
1.69 0.39 2.79 1.15 0.35
1.88 0.37 2,94 1,33 0.33
Caulophyllum
thalictroides G 1.83 0.31 2.09 0.82 0.30
C • 2‘,11 0.52 3.2/ 1.20 0.74:2
Diervilia ionicera G 1.31 0;23 9.18 0.73 0.96
:1G,t1 indicates
2,03 0.45 2.86 1.19 0.12.0
Geraef, 1964; "S" indicates Scott, 1955;
"C" indicates the present study.
90
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TABLE 18--Contfr
0.3.41
If • WM,
Source • L V Ca
• t.,0,-L.s
canadensis
11
Epigaea repel-is
U
GaultheriP
izocumbaTz
tt
It
Clintonia
borealis
Snilacina
.eacemosa
Uvular'. a,
grandiflo -a
11
1.59 0,25 1.14 0.351 0,63
1.73 0.37 1.78 2.20 0.58
1.69 0.23 1.33 2.09 0.56
1.47 0.13 0.66 0.53 0.23
1.49 0.17 1.03 0.64 0,27
1.02 0.10 0.52 0.44 0.77
0,87 0.09 0.46 0,96 0.46
1.27 0.13 0.79 1.11 0.29
1.31 0.14 0.73 1.18 0.31
1.38 0.12 1.23 1.06
1.76 0.31 5.54 1,19 0.28
2.04 0.45 4.53 1.43 0.38
9.16 0.39 4.55 1.41 0.49
1.91 0.50 4.83 1.40 0.44
1.82
9.24
1.91
0.33 3.57 1.32 0.22
0.45 3.52 1.36 0.32
0.17 3.73 1.82
1.87 0.28 3.09 1.11 0.24
2.07 0.29 2.91 1.27 0.1',4
2.38 0..34 3.08 1.28 0.41
_m,this value anlpe,-s disproportiOnately 1(:T.
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TA3LE 13--Cont11 1-111,:d
s s v, ase, s
m m 4
Surc 1\7 f<'C.
Sanguinaria
canadenzis 1.49 0.33 5.73 1.77 0.79
s 1.96 0.18 2.70 2.45
1.81 0.53 4.72 1.29
Pterid-ium
acraiiinuri 2.00 0.25 1.76 0„26
1.56 0.24 2.50 0.49
1.78 0025 2.68 0.26
1.83 0.31 1.83 0.48
1.92 0.32 2.27 0.56
ttC 1093 0.38 2.37 0.60
0.23
0,22
0.23
0.17
0.94
0.23
0.28
HT,patica
americana G 1.71 0.25 3.36 1.15 0.33
1.81 0.94 2.90 1.27 0.44
it C 1.84 0.26 3.03 1.36 0.36
" C 1.94 0.20 2.31 1.24 0.37
i; C 1.86 0.24 2.76 1.31 ' 0.38
Fagaria
virginiann
It
Aster
macrophylIus
1.44 0.33 1.74 1.02 0.50
1.29 0.35 1.26 1.22 0.32
2.28 0.31 1.68 1.53 0.46
2.21 0.32 1.59 1.21 0.14
2.37 0.38 1.96 1.63 0.57
.G 1.73 0.94 4.74 1.00 0.59
u n '1076 0.25 5.73 1.43 0.23
0 1.90 0.29 4.82 1.22.-_,_- 1 0,=.6
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TABLE 18--Contf
St)ecies
Aster
macrophyllus
ource
1.66 0.30 3.61 1.39 0.19
1.91 0.31 3.94 1.38 0.33
1.83 0.35 4.59 1.44 0.37
C 2.23 0.27 3.54 1.35 0.36
1.87 0.33 4.37 1.49 0.38
1.93 0.39 3.96 1.30 0.30
Ynianthemum
canadense S 1.61 0.26 2.68 1.46
C 1.73 0.26 3.27 1.05
C 1.69 0.31 2.70 1.15
1.86 0.33 3.36 1.13
ft C 2.01 0.31 3.19 1.20
1.97 0.30 2.79 0.91
1.93 0.41 1.94 0.77
Corylus cornuta G 1.52 0.17 0.65 1.08 0.23
2.33 0.30 0.84 1.35 0.35
C 2.30 0.38 1.30 1.56 0.39
2.56 0.29 1.14 1.41 0.40
2.14 0.28 1.11 1.56 0.40
2.28 0.31 1.04 1.64 0.38
Ostrya
virginiana & 1.49 0.16 0.64 1.06 0.54
1.44 0.17 0.43 1.03 0.58ft
ft 2.21 0.24 0.77 1.61 0.38
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collected for this si-„-ady. Li 7enz..7a...1,the values
here.
by Gza.iloff are slightly Ioier than the values rorted
This , for nit:cgsn, ph•pzticicuIarlytrue
calcium. rv Inc values
,ue-Itly higher.
rep32.-ted by Scott (1955) , however,
differences
are fre.
may be duc, to tine of sarl-olinz,
nethcd of sampling or geozra-ohic v2-iables.
There is no simple correlation of nutrient concentration
in a given species with synecological nutrient coozdinates.
There aptears, however, to be an optimum range for nitrogen
ac,uratlation occurring near the center of the ecia.-)1 ic field (see
Fic”re 7). For the ubiquitous species the nitrogenconcont.n-
tion is low in the jack pine stands, increases in the red pine-
-7M stands and again drops in the hardwood star.ds0 C
that the ii-ar;o7tance of nitrogen as a factor in the growth of
unde7.story lants varies bc.,,t,ween scans. It is not possible,
however, to infer exactly how the role of :nitrogen varies. For
e=:,mple, it is tossible that available rrit,-,.ogen was a limiting 
factor in the jack pine stands, but was in ample supply in the
red pine stands, particularly the Wilderness stand. The soil
analysis data show a. relative increase of nitrogen in the surface
horizon. If son moisture did not increase concomittantly, the
foliar nitrogen content could have incrse--,sed. Moving to the
stands,hardwood  againan 4r,-7-ease of available moisture coula
make .nitrogen the limiting facto,,-, thus resulting in a decrease
in l'oliar nitrogen concentration. Obviously many other :factor
combinations could have resulted in observed0' ttorn,-VI.,
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FOLIAR NITROGEN IN FOREST PLANTS
ALONG AN ECOLOGICAL NUTRIENT GRADIENT
2.6
2.4
2.2
1.8
1.6
CORYLUS THALICTRUM
1
1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0
SYNECOLOGICAL NUTRIENT COORDINATE
3.5
Figure 7. Foliar nitrogen concentration in eight forest plants from
six stands. The foliar nitrogen concentration was highest
in the red pine-fir stands and lowest in the jack pine and
northern hardwood stands. The stands are plotted along the
abscissa (from left to right) in the following order i 1)
Woodlot jack pine, 2) Scott's jack pine, 3) Mary Lake red
pine-fir, 4) Wilderness red pine-fir, 5) Campground maple
basswood and 6) Bearpaw Point basswood-elm.
9.5
1.3 consistent site effect was observed for pstcsir.si,
PI,oslolaorus, calcium or mag-ilesiun concentrations in the plc,nts
samDled.
It appeared on inspection that the
the ur)par end of the nutrient gradient had a higher averLse
nitrogen, phosphorus, and iwytassium content than ti,osa at the
ower In o.:der to test this hypothesis,1. end of th e. gradient. 
Duncan's.rau 1-0711+4-7
Was
test
run on all samples
(Duncan, 1955) was 1.7.acn
for the nitrogen data, no sig
nificant differences between stands -ue-r-e detecte,I. The
ho-,:ever, was designed to include 4-1-eubiquitousu.d- four a.cp.oL, species
wheT-eve-z. possible. Since the nutrient content of these (- ,D,'c:tes
does not vary consistently between. stands, thei,. inclusion in
the multiple range test would mask significant aly.....eeor,ces in
the nutrient content of species that segregate toward the ends
of a nutrient gradient. Accordingly, these four species were
dropi=d and the test was rerun for nitrogen, phosphorus and
'Potassium.
The results indicate that the species confined to nutrient..
rich stands in general have a higher foliage nutrient concentra-
tion than 57;acies Lonfiad to I:Icor stands. The difference in
this case is greatest between the pure bass-:mcd stand on Eaarpau
Point and the two jack pine .stands.
.Figure 8 shows grazhically the significant differences
between stands. Aline undo- two st!v,r-ls indicates lack of sIg-
.
nificance. Since an unequal number of species for each stand
were used in the 4-m4uiple range test, two leas,, significant
3DUKCLAPS i.:ULTIPLT; ii!
ON FOLILR NuTarP,T,'T• CONCELT22.TTO:3
Mary
Pctassiura
round iIdrass Scott S
4..22
2. Phosphorus
ioociIot
Bsarpc Mary L Cpcuth Wilderness Scott's Wocalot,
•LL.11 Va.* Um, =VI
3
ildemass "round SCOW., to Wcocrl ot
...11 oar* es.* OW. 111,41k
A solid line under two plots indicates no significant
difference between the mean foliage nutrient concentrations
for the species sarmled on those plots. A. dotted line indicates
a doubtfully significant di-Penco.
ranges wore corzuted for each cc,17:iparisno dotted in
Figure 8 inIicates that the oos,...:e2vcr,
the two computed test statistics an. the difference is
of doubtful signific-,--r-e
no st
The differences
pronounced for phosphorus and -c.otassium. The differ ces
inV ' concentrations , signii1carr areP1
not as great.
In order to e=lora the iate=clationshipz; between differ-fl
ent nutrients and dre,:u conclusions as to their 2iclative imoortance
.Z1 1^ 4Line lo.L.I.ar ar_alysis data CCplottic;; in triangular
Inc. use of triangular coordinates makes it 7ossible to plot
sinultansously the relationship between three different nutrients
in a given sample. The plotting metrica is similar , that used
by. the '1-Poliar diagnosis school.". Thomas (1939; 1943) used
triangular coordinates to show the effect of fertilizer and
weather on the NP-IC coordinates and IT.-Yri-Ca coor'dinntes. Plants
were groval'under different conditions and sampled at regular
intervals. Rather than sanDling whole plants, however, Thomas
sampled homologous leaves from different plants on the same plot.
Holland (1966) cormared the triangular coordinate method
with analysis of variance, -,..at2,os of pairs of elements and
Principal Comrmnent Analysis. . Each method was judged by its
ability to give consistent results in fertilizer trials from
year to year. As a technique for interpreting
found that triangular coordinates were superior to both the
analysis of variance and comparisons of ratios. Since both a
statictical • 1,ana_Lf• s7s and use of n13ra than throc
•
-1)."
'±3 ±noessible Holland e3r,;7; uclod that
Analysisthe method of Pino±al ,
trjatIar coordinate Tac,thod that 1ms used in this study.
2-21 order to plot widely varying values in t,-': ,-,=.11.ar
coordinates u2 Us data from this study were adjusted mathoraatical
lo Th technique :/ 2_0 2_ ,used has beendiscussed_u- ", u ,uht,
humus samples.
When different combinaticn of the nutrients nit,14ogen3
lohosrhorus potassium, calcdun and gnesium are cantered and
plotted in tri .angulnr coordinates, some interesting relationshil:s
are suggested. Although no site effects within speciesare di
oe7rnibla, individual stlecies occupy different loos:I:Lions within
the triangular fields. This is pr 1: cularly true for ccnbination
of N-P-K, H-Ca-M, P-K-Ca, and K-K-Ca (Figures 9-1 throu-'1, ci-LL), .
in each of these cases, most of the spread is alorg the potassium
When iootassium is drotted -f'-r-om consideration, as with
N-Ca-P, then the species tend to overlap near the center of the
triangle (Figure 9-5). The finding that species differences are
much stronger than site effects within species is consistent -.elth
1. 
Scott 
1
_Laethe results o/Gagnon (1958) and otherci
If all species are plotted in tl'iangult,r nrtrient
coordinates with potassium as one of the axes, then the points
are well spread along the .00',;assium axis, as in Figures 10-1 and
10-2. if potassium is excluded, howe'Ter, (as in Figure 10-3),
then the result is a scatter diagram0 s-cacies from
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Figure 9.
9-1
FOLIAR NUTRIENT CONTENT
OF FOUR FOREST PLANTS
IN TRIANGULAR COORDINATES
o ASTER MACROPHYLLUS
o MAIANTHEMUM CANADENSE
o ARALIA NUDICAULIS
• CORYLUS CORNUTA
Relative foliar nutrient content of four ubiquitous forest
plants in five sets of triangular coordinates. The data
plotted here were centered with respect to the 94 foliage
samples that were analyzed. Differences between species
in triangular nutrient coordinates are most pronounced it
potassium is one of the axes.
AVERAGE
FOLIAR NUTRIENT CONTENT
OF FOREST PLANTS
FROM SIX STANDS
IN TRIANGULAR COORDINATES
A BEARPAW POINT HARDWOODS
A CAMPGROUND HARDWOODS
• WILDERNESS RED PINE—FIR
O MARY LAKE RED PINE—FIR
• SCOTT'S JACK PINE
O WOODLOT JACK PINE
VALUES, PERCENT
N = 2.01
P = 0.312
K = 2.45
CA= 1.23
MG= 0.340
10-3
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the .hardwood stalids appear to be slightly cltared tcr::.a- the
uritrer end of .t1-.0 p;)-ca.ssium axis, .ncreas (,-:-.3cies from the jach
• St nrA dz, toward the
In the 7.-1.7),-K cc nos, it a-3-,-"s that
species .7: 1 1 intotwo groups
cr.j. 0
of the
These
egroupswere arbitrarily d1dded at 30 percent totassLum.. The
sDocies in each group are listed in Table l90 The high 1Lotos-lum
group contains only those species which occur in the middle and
ulD.7,1- end of the nutrient gradient, that is, nutrient denanding
A .such as qa.117,uinj;,,._._la ubiouits tion as,000.00.0'  
0
hwllu • • 0.
are . t.,11S •"11:'" "" S C e.:11C‘
• _lizze only exceptions,.,-L
which is confined to acid xeric sites
and nudi.caulls., which falls into both groups. The "low
potassium" groucontainscontainshowever, con, onlyspecies that
.
are con'-
fined to the lau end of the nutrient gradient, and trees, shrubs
and vines.• The only exceptions are Cus cardansis, which is
.confinGA to the middle range of the nutrient gradient, and
•
nthicara ol-oct.,, oarsr, The low relative potassium value for this
leguminous species, however, reflects the high internal nitrogen
concentration.
If the species are gl'ouloed according to relative thos-
Ithorus content, then the same trend appears: species from "rich"
stands have a higher relative phosphorus content than secies
from poor stands. The rA72oulDins, however, is not as cic-12,- as vith
•
.cotassium. Thus species restricted Li() rich stands have
foliar concentration of nutrients; this difforenoc deci—asos in
the order K > P )
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• CLASSIFICATION' OF ST:*ECT-ITS LY P3rT'.-.3STIP.: CONTENT
RET.1,TTVE TO PYOSPHOT=JJS AND NTTacGEN
th0S730-2Mad CarleSeerS
Peridium aquilthiuii
No.:Lai-1th eraora canadensa
2-_ster mac.Tophyllus
Ara2L-ia nuclicaulis
Hepatica z:.:zricana
Thalictrua dioiCUM
Clintonia borealis
Uvtlaria grandiflora
Car,lothyllum thalictroides
Actea ruora
Snilac4na racemosa
Sanguinaria canadensis
Asarum canadensis
7.* --agnr-"i a -...rir,q-inaana
Claclor.d.a sp.
EpiTea repz;:as
Gaulthcria p-,'ocumb,-ns
Aralia nucli catais
Py-231a efliptica
Pleurozura schreberji
Apocynum anf:.c-csaemifolium
Corms caria.,ric..---,nsi s
21Dnhical'pa bracteata
S!-Imbs, trees and vines
Co-2yIus ccamuta
arca pailustri s
Ostligavirsiniana
Acer sacclicrum
Lorlicera canfsaens4s
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TtCLL, ho7.Te7e: t-L,T,so
the zhy3ioloe.-1.1. ability of the derent secie to C01-1301.1-::t0
nutrients, or whothor they are the of ieiee ana
iuxiry u-otake. Possibly all three .:'actors are Lnvo,17,R:d. The
four ubicuitous
tion, regardless of where they 1-:e2.43 grouir.:70 Thus these Kaants
aInear to e-,:cced the low.-nutrient •species in their ability to
extract and concentrate nutrients in their foliaE;e. The same nay
be true for plants that are r trictod to rich stands.
not 1". CY:‘,7-2:7-7c.,-'1% 22 that c."1-;p1-7_ ,,..ut,-±e7tts in the 3a0.#:, pine
stands was optima' for the plants l'ore likely the
low r.,iniraan. nutrient :,:ccazireir.3nts of tiles° smocios allow then to
segregate at the lot: end of the nutrient gradient 17.1:2.er cczneti—
tion.
On a basis of commonly retorted optinum and minialm
2oliar nutrient values, however, the nutrient concrTtoat-;on iz
,some plants oerzainly eoedd the optimum concentration for
grouth (Gcod2.11 and Gregory, 1947). Several sr1ecies from Bear=
Point, for example, had phosporas concentrations in excess of
0.5 percent and potassium concentrations greater than 4.0 *C;32--,
cent These values are greater than any ---,- o"je.^(1 by C---1-11 and
Gregory as optinum for agricultural plants and forest t1%;os. The
, •
nitrogen values, however, do not, greatly exceed the commonly
,
reported waues. Posc".2.bly nitrogen is the limiting nutrient in
the hal=d-imod stands . This is sup:-.:io:::-tocl by the 1\1-?-.K coordinates
n rso'a 10-1. Species from the halta4I:ccd 1 . aced
nitrogenfurther from the  vertex than srecios
stands.
T.;
f,'om the jack Dino
the humus so:L1T:ic:3 t;17.0 17..-.:,t0 of calcium plus inaznez.,;i
•
to - otassium increased toward the upeer end of the nut-fenT,
gradient. This pattern was not observed for the foliar samples.
Furtherore, foliar potassiun showed the greatest site effect of
any nutrients, whereas the humus potassium was only weakly corre-
lated with synecological nut-mont coordinates Thus the chemical
structure of the ecosystems sampled is strongly ng'ect(-:,d by the
-ohysoloEy of the subordinate forest plants.
As as, humus the d.c.(,a, a simple correlation analysis
was rari between the absolute and relative foliar nutrient concen-
trations (Table 20). Of the five nacronutrients correlated,
calcium 22 magiacisiura had the highest correlation coeiTi c4ent
(-:-.0703). • Potassium was better correlated with phosphorus than
with any other element. This is consistent with the finding that
nutrient concentration differences between 'sites are strongest
for potassium and
and
second strongest for phosphorus.
In the N-P-K coordinates , the correlation between relative
absolute values decreased in the order E:> P > N. In the
K-Ca-Yig coordinates, the order was K> Ca> Mg. This is probably
an effect of differing variances between ele,lents.
Although the four ubicuitcus species were sampled
during the su=r, consistent changes in nutrient concentration
are hard to detect. This is probably to sampling r.
Three generalizations, however, are 7r-s-"ole ,, calcium
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Till= 20
CORRE74.TT0N C07T-'71.CIETS EETflEi 7-70LTAR laiTILLTEITT ZaTJES
• Absolute,
parcent
N
• T.' -
77
Ca
.Lbsolute,
-,...0.397** +00003 ÷00338** +00552**
+0.557**-:-0.403**
+0,204*
i0 ,b,`;0!„.**•
40..090
Re1atve values NPK Ccoz-dinates
N
Absolute,
400092
-0.605** +0.509**
rp 
-0.874** -0.294** -:-0.908**•
Absolute,
percent
Ca
1.1g
R.Blative Values, K-Ca-Mg Coordinates
Ca Mo.
2.-0.813*-.= -0.489** -0.859**
-0.281** -Ao.560** -0.098
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1n3L3eci. ninc)st unifornly, both in absolute con-
•c.I'ntl-at:'.,_31 and to otTlo71, nut.Y:c7itc„ This is consistent
#- '7\e (1,)6,) (1936), MCELS and othss
as more• Soc3n.f., an inc7'e,,z:o =4 11 _ ± qiant in the
e1 in stands than in the harf,=,cd a..(7.,3. jack Dine stands. Thil-d,
_
t CC,11.C.'
70
L .011.
nuti'ionts n
1.'6,7t.:....f"A' 
 _2.US ar.f..4 CO r 71.111:3
riti,c(onlthis study 7,,,7as r ai1y concerned with the
evaivation of a 1-.7,trient gradient , rust be stressed that
n=rien'L3 do na...c, function al-one in ecosystens but rather in
in-Leraction with other factors. The Pe:iat-ionships and 4nterac-
tion noisture nutrient , lac- )at and light reg5.1.1:2es are •
suggest6d by the siYTDI e correlation coefficients betmeen.
ard the hiatas exchangeable cations Cri:..-Lble 14)`.
The E:Diztu:2e coordinates (.;:low a high degree of correlation
,,Tit,11 the nutrient coordinates and exchangeable bases. Exchanget4
-,1"3:013 3S±U however is m:ra highly correlated with E.Distul-a
than any of 'ffie bases. This is especially
interesting in vie.r.): of Ead's (1949) observation that plants with .
the highest moist-are n:quirez=ts also had high potassium reouire-
data frorii014 P-i
- study suggest
laton between sjneccloglcal r4)±sturc.-- coo2dinates and it:otas2:1.-uya
u'otaka.
sarnlos
. The 17,echanical analysis data fzdc.,:a
al-Lut the 11-.2Ytul:-
basis of .silt plus clay content, the i12 1-1076.,,ns c,7,7Dacity
in the profiles scc77,Died decreases in the Camoriu-d),
Esarav>
7,TZ, „.7
;:c; Z;)L.1ce> - LP 0 The inter-
----"tior by the n----r td11/1 bands‘.1/4., n' 
• 
..,.4 -of silt and very fine sand in the Marquette profiles an by the
• -
II-3— .... content o, In vies
of the local. variability in the soils that a mach .
larger , •-• „nua:,L;J: is needed o assess the
moisture regime.
The synecological light coordinates are negatively 
lated with -altrients. The negative correlation is high3st for the
synccological nut-..-lent coordinates and nex.t highest for percent
base saturation, Exchangeable potassium was not as highly corre-
latca wiL,h light as were calcium and magnesium. This is some-
what disa-opointins in view of 72.2 bmannys (1958) observation that
otassium requ.....lrements are higher at low light intensities, it
-appears, however, that foliar potassium is more strongly negative 
ly correlated with eith'ar actual light masurz,ments or light
coordinates than is either calcium or nag=sium. Thus the high
potassium content of "plants in the rich stands 112ay be ,-elated to
both low light intensities trza high moisture racrements.
The synecolofici heat coordinates
'Tested with the nutrient regir.le. The correlation is best. for the
integrative measurements of nutrients, that is, nutriant-cordinates,
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pH, e:.changeable hydrogen and percent base saturation. Calcium
nrY3 mnesium are also .positively cor::.elated with heat co,).1.,..0
but potassium is not. This appears to be related to the increase
. in the K : ca:.-11g ratio in the nutrient r-o- '4"1 stands
which have low synecological heat coordinates. It must be
stressed, however, that the "heat regime" in this case is based
only on the synecological heat coordinates. The coord4 1-1,,Les ao
not necessarily reflect significant differences in effective tem-
perature between c‘i.netr, the heat ' i A.coolnPues were developed
on a basis of regional distribution of the individual crnnAc.ct
More detailed conclusions on the interactions and rela-
tionships between the effective environmental factors are beyond
the scope of this study. A co etc and intezrated picture must
await proper field instrumentation,
sui.L.a.ay L1D C017.CLUST01:3
The purjcse 4,* .1e7 was to relate te nutrient
content of soils and subordinate forest vegetation to an
ecological nutrient gradient in the Cent-al Pine Section of
Minnesota0 The nutrient gradient was defined in terms of syneco-
logical coordinates and was described by means of soil and site
descrition, soil chemical analysis and foliar analysis.
Six stands were selected for the study, with two stands
ii each of three vegetation types: jack pine, red ID-Ina-balsam
fir and north= harch:cods, r+j- „ubolots were Iccated within
each staid.
Humus samles. were collected at each subplot and
analyzed for exchangeable cations and Dlio Percent base satura-
tion was more highly correlated with synecological nutrient
coordinates than any of the other humus parameters (r = 083).
The degree of correlation with nutrient coordinates decreased
in the order: percent base saturation pH) exchangeable 1-1,)›ex-w
changeable Mg = exchangeable Ca> exchangeable ”0
The relatively --o" correlation between r,3-1c,,,ssiura and
synecological nutrient coordinates is due to the decrease in the
A. : Ca plus '4, ratio in the nut,vient-rich hardwood stamds,
relationship has been illustrated by means of trianlar
nates.
This
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The good ccrrelaticn be-en nutlent status of the
humus layer and synec&orzic...71 co.e-,'dtes obtained in this
• ,
suggests uhc-_t the hunus layer occupies a key position in
the forest eco.vs-,,e-.. it a-cl-r-.1-s to be an iapertant .LacL,o2 in
controlling plant distribution and productivity, and its character-
istics are deternined by the veetation itself. Futue work on
ecologica/ nutrient gradients should be .7'ocused sharply on the
chemical and biological characteristics of the humus layer.
. .
two jic,)••••..,nt species from the six vkic11.1.V 4
analyzed for thirteen different elements, collected
during the third -week of July and third week of August Foul'
ubiquitous species oriv were s=led during Jay. The results
for the foliar analysis nay be summarized as follows:
1. No statistically significant differences between sites
were found in the nutrient concentration of a given species,
except possibly for nitrogen. In this case the plants growing
in red. pine-fir stand have a higher foliar concentration of nitro-
gen than plants of the same secies at either end of the nutrient
gradient. Probably the relative importance of nitrogen as a
limiting factor in the growth of herbaceous plants differs between
stands.
2. Between ecological groups on different sites, there are
significant differences in. the foliar concentration of nitrogen,
.Lphosphorus and pot,,sc,J'um4 This may be due to differing physiologic
requirement, luxury uptake or deficiency.
in the order K >P>
The ,,,-• • ,, -„„ decreases
e Although the K : Ca plus Mg ratio LI the huus sa7..7.aes
decreased in the haTdw.ccd stands, a 1ar ti-end was not
ob3crvcd in the foliage sampl ,..,„
Consistent chanqes in foliar nutrient concentration over• -
t-;11:2 were not observed, except for calcium, which consistc,ntly
interTriangular coordinates trovide  tool 'or a (4„,,-.1.11...
eting data and illustrating • (,,-lau,o.o.sn,p,. The -01ntrelative, values
generated by the transformation, however, aTmea-,'' to be strongly
influenced by the variance of. each element and th,,, degree of
correlation b3i-Amen the three eleaz,nts. Until this relationship
is evaluated ricasly, any inferences based on triangular models
should be supported by unadjusted or absolute
Many attomts to find significant differences in foliar
nutrient concentration within species between sites have, like
.s
one, either failed o- airzizuous results„ P,thx-4-
tho,a abandoning all at attelTipts to find significant differences,
it mi.ctht be useful to conbine data on nutrient concentration with
info=tion on species productivity or biomass per unit area,
The sampling should be d.t.--ic-r.d so that nutrient uptake for a given
species can be expressed on a per leaf, per plant or unit
basis. The latter is perhaps the most difficult, since the bio-
nass 
- 
unit area for a given species is highly variable within
most sidanus. In any case the nuziber of replications within stands
should be greatly increased; at least one sa=le sh:;uld "..-)e collected
on each subplot within each stand,
Given the :7'..ult.:;_Dlic=ty of va:;.-aalpic.,.; that affect Arioft
uptake, houever, it 'mud be bettor to concentrate attention on
nutrient uptake by plants grci-:;1-1 under c trcllc5. conditions, at
least until . s krIcir:Tri about, the I:Iiy3-10:1 .07±cal requiremiants of
the soecies being considorth0
An e:7-olanation for the vide differences in nutrient con-
centre:Lion betwaor ecological .ups could to sought 1;; groning
these grouts of species under controlled cc ions in the asso-
oiated surface soil horizon. Fertilizer trials associated with
r---, c,'",uctivity and foliar ',r7r-oanalysis, data night sst which_
nutrients are li=lting to which ecological groups. An elte-(-nn-
t'cve method might be to grow each ecological group on different
surface soil hoizons, examle, understory plants associated
-;,-“ch jack pine night be v...= on soil from jack pine, red pine
The results of such a study might indicate
to what degree the species distribution is determined by physiologic
requirements rather than ecological requirements.
This study has failedto answer many fundamental ques
tions concerning ecological nutrient gradients in Minn,.Dsota.,
an ex-,:_loratory study, 1-.,o,s,ver, it has raised new questions and
suggested worthwhile areas for future inquiry, and it has re-
vc-;aled some the pitfallsof applying J. _L.Lar,0,,
analysis
A,
of subordinate foe'st plants to ecological situations. 2i.
1-:3"0 detailed evaluation of ecological nutrient gradients must
await the results of studies of the humus layer, fertilizer trials
greenhouse
FPEiLIX
INTEG11 'TVE LIGHT
In cie to 7;1
. , •(71 1:1r- 1.7e1- aJl aots.
these measuram-nts are scaewhat 'r.ctif..ntal to the nain tu-27.occ.;
of the study, they are relevant in that light is 
anvariable 
 ortant
-I .n the growth and mi=al uptake of pl=s.
Czalid taper booklets were nade according the m-t1-..or'
described by Frier. (1961).) Peu ashed booklets were t zd on
each of 48 four-foot laths . On August 13, the lath e with the
ozolid papers attached were sat out and the booklets were
.This was done by certe-4,n7 a -if,th on to cf each stake
All
it in a horizontal 1:,o.siticn about 24 inches off the ground.
laths were oriented in a =th-south direction to avoid bias.
Control papers were set out at the-3e location in the o'oe'(i.
The sun rose at 6:50 .A.,L; the last Impers were set cut
before there were rrny sunflecks on the forest floor. The day
was mostly sunny„ with no more than two hours of cloudiness.
Following collection, the papers were developed over 8,a:1:Q11:Lulu
hydro:I—P-1de.
.According to Friend (1963), the liunber of papers
is a logarithmic function of the total foot-c=ae minutes. Thus
the sample papers could be calibrated by con-oarison with standards
excoscd for a known length of time to a known light intensity.
Some of the -ioars could not be col7c ,c1 t=i-1,7 late at
night and 1-:ere therefore discolored by 17:3-Istu-23. Within the
stLnds the:2'a 77as no a -.--)eafiLb7e to 100
this -,ic:2.son,: n7.)
h=lcifLy L3
the last tT:o pap roe Its in acollsiderabic loos of
accAu'a3y, at th,,, hi_l light intenz.;itLei:;. ThL; loss
tolerable due to the broad range of light intensities involved
in the study.
The light maasurenens (7ith ozalid paper yielded useful
information on the environmental light gradient in the stands
studied. Figure 5 shcAls graphically the relationship betT,Teen the
synecological light coordinate for each plot and t2:e
of full sunlight received at the hc:rb level in one dny.
If only the hait:ocd stands and jack pine s-Lanas are
c31-1-ida,. ed, there appears to be a fairly noa curvilinear rela.
tionshin betueen percentage of. full sun an'l syneccloPicl light
coeinate. Tvaen th- .^ad pine stands are considered alone, how-
ever, the relationship is poor. There are several l'easons for
this. For one, those stands have a discontinuous second story
balsa:a f-Ir. Some ?lots fell beneath a dense fir canopy and
others fell in relatively open
Cli
Second, plots in dense
frequently have very fo-z stecies. In these cases the
synecological coordinate probably does not E3an much.
Mary Lake, for example, had only eight
Plot 6 at
and hence nay be
discarded. Third, blo doncs are frecuerLt in the fir and hence
the herb flora on sol,L,e plots :,:ay be out of cciuLlibriu
intensity. In the Wilderness stand, 1.:Aot 3 oc6u.1-:'d near the
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ml-th cda:e of a 30 yea.2-old strLp anfl.
noire lta:i1 . •.than otheI? pl Iots n ,,..,-,
also be discdcd.
agaanst synocolo,:ical light coo-d', ,
::nos thiz r..,lot nay
L± cc ling the
averages ulot 6 at I.Y7 Lake and plot 3 in the Wild=e-2,s stand
were =ittcd. Averaos are desinatcd by the .1..z1r ;:yn7.:„.31s in
Figure 50
A linear correlation analysis was run usiag psrcent of
full sunlight and ,! g.1-it coordinate coltca on both
a .3sence and dominance basis The correlation coefficients
obtained =e .+0.86 on a presence basis but only -:-0,66 on a
dominance basis. Me two olots mentioned previously were also
omitted from the calculation.
Future work on light c)-(encl,eri, s should involve measurement
of light both above and below the shrub layer. Measurements
should be t.-ken or sunny and cloudy days and during both s',7,-'4.na•
and SLT:172' • Synecological light coordinate shculd
separately aor the tree ,-,b and neit layers
computs
Given the low light intensity in the two hardwood stands9
it seems likely that grol::th of the gouth flora, particularly the
If this wereubiquists, was limited by light intensity, the case,
then the foliar concentration of nut.±-ients in th,, plants sampled
should be increased Without me-Yee replication and data on dry.
matter weights and leaf size, however, detailed conclusion on the
importance of light in mineral uptake are 4=3ss.b7c.
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